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Time Of Growth In Calloway County

From SnowTo Drought, To Building, 713 Eventful
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We were up to our waists in snow by
the time March rolled around and dried
to the bone near summer's end, as the
weather garnered more than its share
of news stories here this year.
Snow, almost four feet of it by the
time spring came, was almost a daily
affair in early 1978,Schools closed for
days on end, factories and businesses
sometimes shut down, meetings were
cancelled and driving was a nerveracking experience.
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Then came the spring and seemingly
the weather had taken its toll here.
Area roads took a severe beating
through it all.
The weather as news was still for a
while only to emerge again in a different guise - those mid-summer days
became drier and dry. Calloway County
seemed to repel those rain-laden clouds
that periodically swept over other.
Purchase counties. By summer's -end;
farmers had sustained millions in crop
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losses and Calloway County was
Building.
declared a disaster area the result of it:
A new student center is under conThe rain finally came but it was too
struction on the Murray State campus
much too late when Calloway County,
and in August the university's board of
along with the rest of Kentucky, was
regents authorized the planning and
drenched with a downpour that resulted
construction of anew basketball sports
in heavy flooding during December.
arena for MSU.
From potholes to parkways,'roads
The city of Murray experienced
and streets made the news here this
considerable growth this year with a
year - work preparing a four4aned
National Guard unit locating here and
U.S. 641 from Murray to Benton is near
plans in the works for an armory; a new
completion; Kentucky Department of
K-Mart variety store is under conTransportation says it his the gears
struction with an anticipated opening
rhoving for a major fOur-lantrig project
schedule in the spring; U.S. Postal
of 12th Street through Murray; 130T
Service officials are moving on plans to
said it was finally moving on widening
build a new post office on Chestnut
bridges and straightening -portions of
Street near the old city petit. The
treacherous Kentucky 54 east of
county airport is undergoing major
Murray; Murray city officials began
expansion and the city of Hazel in south
studying potential one way streets; and
Calloway County was the recipient of a
DOT said it is again looking at a foiirquarter of a million housing renovation
laning project for Main in Murray.
grant this year. A new county dog
Nineteen seventy-eight was also a
pound also opened this year.
time of growth for Murray and
The city and county schools systems
Calloway County.
also experienced growth an Change
A building project that could turn . during 1978 -- late in the year Calloway
Murray-Callowabcounty Hospital into
County School System began cona regional medical center continued.
struction of a new middle school on the
Portions of.the new wing opened and in
county high school campus. And
October patierits began moving out of
Murray city school officials changed
the old convalescent wing. Some
their • elementary
education,
doctors are in the Professional 'Office
organization, placing kindergarten
nee-

through second graders in Robertson
and third and fourth graders in Carter.
City school officials all but completed arenovation project at Murray Middle.
Also in '78, the Calloway County High
speech team won another state title and
the Murray city system received a
grant for gifted and talented students.
Calloway County had its share of
tragedy and controversy this year.
The county logged three murders and
numerous rape incidents and robberies.
Eight died on local highways, according 'to Kentucky State Police
figures. Murray was the scene of a train
derailment that caused some anxious
moments in April and a fire destroyed
the United Campus Ministry building

on the MSU 'campus.
Local citizens became embroiled in a
heated debate on the merits of rezoning
12th Street to a business zone. The
street now is a business zone followingcity council action earlier this year.
The county had its share of award
winners, honored personalities, and
there was often good news from the
economic front- bankers said the local
economy keeps growing and retail sales
were booming around Christmas.
Not only was, 1978 an eventful year
here,the yearlliought many changes in
the local sports scene and throughout
the world and nation. A complete news
and sports roundup appears in today's
edition - pages 5-9.

MHS Senior Can Be
Seen On TV Monday
James Harrison, a senior at Murray
New Year's Day. Local residents can
High School, will be seen Monday for
view the parade on Paduciih's NBC
the second time in two months on
affiliate, WPSD, Channel 6.
network television.
4
Conducted
by
internationally
Harrison, a drummer in the 1978
renowned musical director Paul
McDonald's All American Band which
Lavelle, the band consists of 102 of the
WINTER Of 78 — The Winter of 1978 struck with continued fury earlier
partiCipated
in
Macy's
the
top high school musicians nation's
this year, dumping almost four feet of snow here before it was over. The
Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York
two from each -state and the District of
weather proved to be a top story this year — from the snow in the winter
City, will march in the Tournament of
Columbia. McDouald's sponsors the
to the drought in late summer and floods in the late fall.
Roses Parade in Pasadena, Calif., on
band members' trips to both parades.
• " - :Astielle1111111111111111111111111111111111110=a,vAltkosofeewfarsieWeidailirogrtraa+-4aiootaliolwazitika40//tie
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Harrison, the son of Mrs. Bessie
Harrison of Murray and Lloyd Harrison
of Westland, Mich., left Murray on
Wednesday and will return next
Tuesday. He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Sykes of Murray.

Drivers Play A Major Role In
Preventing Traffic Fatals
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By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- Despite
heavy state phlice pattols, roadblocks
and airplane surveillance, officials say
drivers play the major role in
pre/venting fatal traffic accidents
during the New Year's holiday
weekend.
"We will use every device at our
command -such as visible and hidden
cars, airplane's, roadblocks - to make
people aware of our work at this time of
the year," said Lt. Erdest Bivens,

WOE. Main

Most Of State
• Will Be_'Dry'
New Year's Eve

public affairs officer for the state
police.
"But again the human element Is
deeply involved in the problem of
making certain we keep people from
getting killed," Bivens said.
All we can do is hope that the
weather, people, vehicles and highways
cooperate to begin the year in a pretty
decent way," Bivens said.
Bivens said state police will be
assigned to areas where problems are
anticipated, such as the Interstate 75
hill leading into Covington and the
junction of 1-64 and I-75 at Lexington.
However, he noted that statistics
show the majority? oriatsil traffic accident occur on secondary roads instead of interstates and other limited
access roads.
"All year accidents that kill people
are not on the interstates but on
secondary roads, where it le almost
impossible for us to spend a large
amount of time," Bivens said.

"I am sure on January second,
records will show the same thing for
this holiday - fatalities on the
secondary system where the only thing
to prevent a driver from having an
accident is his own ability, care of his
vehicle and condition of the road,"
Bivens said.
"If he is aware of these, he will have a
safe holiday. If he doesn't, then he will
be in trouble."
Bivens said he didn't anticipate any
less of a problem this year with New
Altar's Eve falling on a Sunday.
"We win have the usual problem with
the drinking driver," Bivens said. "He
will have it available to him if he wants
to buy it."
However, Bivens expressed some
optimism 'that the longer than usual
New Year's holiday period might
spread out the flow of 4.affic.
-"Some people may take Sunday to p
home and spend New Year's at borne,"•
Bivens said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) Regardless of the weather, most of
Kentucky will be dry on New Year's
Eve.
The only place where revelers will be
able to sit down and legally order
drinks will be in Kenton and Campbell
counties in northern Kentucky.
TEHRAN, Iran (AP)- The shah of
family were on board.
They are the only counties in the state
Iran, denying reports he and his family
Ardeshir Zahedi, Iran's ambassador
that have approved the Sunday sale of
to Washington, said in Tehran that the
are leaving this riot-torn nation, is
alcoholic beverages through a local
meeting with leaders of Parliament
shah's mother left for McGuire Air
referendum. Beer can be bought in
today while the No. 2 man in the
Force Base, N.J., on Friday off!One of
Jefferson County on Sunday.
political opposition tries to Jorm a
her regular trips for medical treatThe Louisville Board of Aldermen
civilian government.
ment. A U.S. Air Force spokesman said
narrowly defeated a proposed or:
. Anti-shah violence ebbed Friday, but
an Iranian Air Foreepoeing 747 landed
dinance to allow the sale of alcoholic
the opposition called for a massive
Friday at McGuire ittid departed-after
beverages in the state's largest.city this
march today -the first anniversary of
refueling. He said no one got off- the
Sunday on a one.time basis.
a clash between government troops and
plane.
Alcoholic Beverage Control Comanti-Ahab demonstrators. Eleven
The agibassador gave no other
missioner Bernard Keene says he will
protesters died in that clash in the-holy
details of trip by the shah's mother.
have his usual force of agents checking
city of Qum, which marked the
who is reported to be suffering a heart
for illegal sales Sunday, but he doesn't
beginning of violent anti-government,
ailment. A sister of the shah lives in
anticipate a major problem.
protests and strikes that have killed at
Beverly Hills, Calif.
"I feel it will be less of,a problem this
least 1,5(10 in Iran and halted the
Palace spokesman Kambiz Yetyear because there has been so much
nation's oil production.
danpanah said the shill "has no pilaw,
_publicity, such as Louisville's attempt
In Los Angeles, an Imperial Iranian
to leave" Iran, and he denied that
..-..te-JidapLawardinenca.:..Keens-vd.
--A4P-Perece,-48eehle-tef landed-ufbaer-----flmpreeertaralr-lid the rest of the
' A number of motels and night spots
Angeles International Airport, but
N yal family had
d\ already left the
around the state said they *are booked
officals
i
would not confirm reports that
cotintry.
to capacity for parties on Saturday
Shah Mohammad Reza. Pablavi's
The Iranian government news
night.
mother and other members pf the royal
agency PARS issued a dtspatch-Friday

Search For New Superintendent
At KSP Ends; Sowders Hired
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
search ficr a new superintendent at the
Kentucky State • Penitentiary at
Eddyville did not take as long as had
been expected as State Corrections
Commissioner Dayitl Bland reached
within his own staff.to fill the position.
Bland announced Friday that he had
selected Dewey Sowders, superintendent of the Kentucky State Reformatory at LaGrange, to replace Donald
Bordenkircher as superintendent of
Kentucky's maximum security prison.
The announcement came less- than a
week
after
Bordenkircher's
resignahon.
Bland also announced that Stephen T.
Smith, associate superintendent for
treatment at LaGrange, will replace
.

Reports Vary On Shah's Status.

•

SURVEYS DROUGHT DAMAGE—Gus Robertson Jr. of Lynn Grove is.pictured here in mid-summer in a field, of corn wined by a drought here.
Robertson and other county farmers sustained millions in crop losses,
prompting a disaster county designation for Calloway. ,

quoting Shapour Bakhtiar, a key opposition leader, as saying the shah had
agreed to "step aside and allot' a
regency, council to beiformed to run
affairs in his absence."
Ambassador Zahedi, who was called
home bec-anse of the turmoil, said
Bakhtiar had been rniAquoted, and
PARS withdrew the story, which had
been for release today. .
Ball'htiar, the No. 2 man in the opposition National Front Party, agreed
Friday to try to form a new civilian
government and was meeting today
with possible Cabinet ministers.
7.ahedi said the, shah had given
Bakhtiar until Sunday td, line up a
Cabinet. Political sources said that
ender terms of a deal with Bakhtiar the
shah would continue as monarch but his
powers would be severely limited.
• The anti-shah forces Include
traditional Moslems who feel Western
influences spread in (ran.

Sowders as superintendent there. Both
appointments are effective Jan. 3.
Bordenkircher is ending 20 years in
the corrections field to manage the
campaign of Richard Lewis for the
Democratic nomination for lieutenant
governor. He and his wife also are
setting up a private security consulting
service.
An 11-year veteran of the Bureau of
Corrections, Sowders has been
superintendent at LaGrange since

August 1977. He previously served as
superintendent of the Bell County
Forestry Camp and the Blackburn
Correctional Complex, both minim=
security facilities.
• Sowders, a native of Bell County, also
has 10 years military service and was a
police officer in Middlesbore before
joining the Corrections Bureau.
Smith, a graduate of Bellarmine
College in Louisville, joined the
_rections Bureau in 1970 as a
classification and treatment officer at
'LaGrange.

'
Calvert City Firm

Is Fined $24,000
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Justice
Department says Air Products and
Chemicals Inc. of Calvert City, Ky., has
been fined $24,000 and has: agreed to
shut down part of its plant that emitted
an excess of the cancer-causing
chemical polyvinyl chloride.
Assistant Attorney General James W.
Moorman, who heads the" Land and
Natural Resources Division, said
Thursday that a consent decree was
filed in federal court in Louisville
resolving the. govelkment's air
pollution 'suit against 7fs le chemical
company.
The firm was accused of failing to
comply with emission standards for
vinyl chloride by last Oct. 20 as
required by the Environmental
Protection Agency.
The firm has agreed to shut down the
reader section of its plant by Dec. 31.
The company also agreed to build a new
facility used in making polyvinyl
chloride that would meet the federal
standard.
Moorman said the suit was the first
federal action enforcing the standard
for the chemical which has been found
to increase the risk of liver cancer and
birth defects.
•
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occasional
rain •
Occasional rain today, tonight
and Sunday. Highs today in the
id to upper 40s. Lows tonight in
upper 30s to low 40s. Highs
Sunday in the low to mid 40s.
Winds south to southeast at 10 to
15 miles an hour today, becoming
west to northwesterly tonight
Precipitation probability 90
percent today,.90 percent tonight,
80 percent Sunday.
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Henson-Yates Vows nead
In Ceremony At Church
In a . eeniltelight ceremony
on a friday evening Miss formal gown of seafeam qiana
Cindy Renee Henson and and wore a corsage phalaeno
Cratg Allen Yates were united pois orchids. The groom',
in marriage. The double ring mother wort a pink Wane
ceremony was performed by gown and wore a white
Kenneth Hoover at the First cymbidium orchid
The grandmothers of the
Christian Church in Benton.
c•ouple. Mrs. • Solon Wyatt.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. CI:aye Yates. Mrs. Jesse
Mrs.. Bobby Scott of Benton
Warren and. Mrs. Oden Warand Rollie Henson of Kirksey.
ren. great grandmother of the
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E Yates of
Benton.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Myrlin
Cary. (*pianist and a vocal
essemble from the Benton
Church of Christ under the
direction of Pete Gunn Ill.
The vows were exchanged
before an arched candelabra
:E. entwined With lemon leaf.
springeri fern and burgundy
S.•,..and pink satin ribbons On
either side were pairs of
:
r branched candelabra, palm
„ stands and fern. Each window
held candles laced with fern
The family pews were marked
with hurricane lamps entwined
with fern and satin ribbons of
burgundy and pink.

'peat-A66g,
a

groom were presented corsages of white carnations.
A reception was held at the
Trevathan Room of the Bank of
Mirshall County. Serving
were Mrs. Gary Atkins, Miss
Judy Wilford, Dawn Galey and
Mrs. Donald Nanney who also
presided at the guest register:
After a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg. Tenn.. the couple
resides on Maple Street in
Benton

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,DECEMBER
31,1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to .Jan. 19) 10
Financial extravagance
needs watching • this festive
day. Stars indicate you may
prefer a quiet gathering with
business friends.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Don't believe everything
you hear from a friend who
perhaps is caught up in
celebrating. Double check
dating arrangements to avoid
misunderstandings.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Some contacts made today
may be helpful for business in
the future. You'll have to
make a special effort not to
overdo wherwartying.

Live-the New Year
One Day at a Time
By Abigail Van Buren
ars a,°wag,TM:K.0*N V
41)'

CREATIVE ARTS — Serving as Officers of the Creative Arts Department
of the Murray
Woman's Club for this year are, left fo right, standing, Ann Brooks,
chairman, Sue Ann
Hutson, vice-chairman, Lois Sparks, secretary, ond seated, Ginny
Crihfield, treasurer. At
the last meeting the department held an auction on the crafts
left over from the annual bazaar with Toni Hopson as auctioneer. Two new members
of the department
are Veneta Sexton and Janice Nix. Hostesses were Claire
Resig, Carol Boaz, Ann
Brooks, Deanie Chrisman, Dorothy Sobieski, and Pat Kiesow. The
next meeting will be
held on Jan. 22_

Saturda.
New Year
be held from
the Murray I
Mr. and Mrs
chairmen, a
'Jane Jacks
Mesdames
Furgerson.
Jorge Gat
Valentine, at

Almo Heii
Jesus Christ s
-Irby Reed at6
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DEAR ABBY:Last New Year's Eve you published a set oj
New Year's resolutions. I cut it out and taped it to my
bathroom mirror w hei4 I could read it every morning. I can
truthfully say that I am a'much better person today because
I've tried to live by those rules.
Please run that column again for those who may have
missed it. I hope it will do for others what it has done for me.
In case you re wondering, I'm no teenager. I'm a 34-year
old father of three.
HIGH ON LIFE IN HAMILTON:O.

DEAR HIGH: Don't thank me. The credit belongs to
Overeaters Anonymous—an organization of caring,'confessed compulsive eaters who have regained their self-esteem
by losing weight, feeling better, looking better and helping
others to do the same.
Their credo:
ARIES
—Just for today I will try to live through this day only,
TiA
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
•
and not set far-reaching goals to try to overcome all my
Some of your New Year's
problems at once. I know I can do something for 12 hours
resolutions
that would appall me if I felt that I had to keep it up for a
may
be
Frances Drake
lifetime.
unrealistic. Consult with a
—Just for today I will try to be happy. Abraham Lincoln
close ally before'acting on the
FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 1, SCORPIO
function or social affair.
said, "Most folks are about as happy as they make up their
advice of a stranger.
1479
AQUARIUS
I Oct. 23 to ov. 21)
minds to be." He was right. I will not dwell on thoughts that
Escorted by her step-father TAURUS
What kind of day will
Be careful ot to hurt a (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
depress me. I will chase them out of my mind and replace
(Apr.
20)
20
6
to
May
and given an marriage by her
tomorrow be? To find out what family mem • •
Limit discussions with them with happy thoughts.
• r
feelings
Don't underestimate the
father and mother, the bride
the stars say, read the today, as the
others to topics that are of
—Just for today I will adjust myself to what is. I will face
•
exists
wore a formal gown of import- complexity of a business
forecast given for your birth for a sudden flare
p of. mutual interest. This is not the reality. I will try to change those things which I can change
Be
situation.
sure
to
accept
ed Chantilly lace and silk
Sign.
emotion on the domestic
nt. time to further business in- and accept those things I cannot.change.
organize. The empire waist help offered you by others.
terests.
—Just for today I will try to improve my mind. I will not
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
gown featured a scooped, neck- Mental rapport the key to good
PISCES
be a mental loafer. I will force myself to read something that
Nov.
22
to
Dec.
21)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) °Ila
F
'
e
-t
line with the bodice fashioned times.
'requires effort, thought and concentration.
Try not to let 'unexpected (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
GEMINI
Don't let a touchy situation
YOU BORN TODAY are
with Chantilly lace.
—Just for today I will exercise my soul in three ways; I
A confidental meeting
news keep you from enjoying
(May 21 to June 03) n$46
re
a
friend
0- both scientific and artistic.
and money mar
should go well, but don't let an will do a good deed for somebody —without letting him
today's
planned
activities.
Be
Don't make promises you
The sleeves were of the
Though you . have good what should be a fine day for
unexpected interruption make know it. If he or She finds out I did it, it won't count.I I will
same lace and organize with can't keep, but if you de" business qualities, you'll find social get-togethers. Watch circumspect in speech and you lose your
cool. Spend do at least two things that I know I should do, but have been
avoid social blunders.
deep lace cuffs. The skirt and commit yourself, follow
putting off. I will not show anyone that my feelings are hurt;
the arts more congenial. In- expenditures.,
some time by yourself.
chapel lingth train were appli- through. Entertainment plans
they may be hurt, but today I will not show it.
terior design, writing, music, TAURUS
YOU BORN TODAY are
qued also with Cheetilly lace. should go well.
—Just for today I will be aereeable. I will look as well as I
and painting are all fields in ( Apr. 20 to May 20) 6
CAPRICORN
1,4
self-reliant and courageous. can, dress becomingly, talk softly, act courteously, and
The two-tiered veil of silk CANCER
which your need to work at 'Not the right time for
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vs/
Your
'
you .00jpE_oou_bo
_Uluion was atta_ehed to the (Juntell to July 22)la(C)
* bestrew
with
je,,e7ep_finwial plaiaa___
:
*=„tortvy..0a rta. nature
oaattian_will
At_ speak ill of no one. Just for today I'll not try to improve
- -saabri"--- plWattre:=I'Boughert-fajecl-- yourseffand you'll
earnelot headpiece and trimThe tendency now is to satiel
leadeeship, end.yotemay welt
--Just for today I will have a program. I may not follow it
med with satin and .ChantillY overdo. Protect health and outlet for your creative will come up, not everyone much. Avoid accomplish
- excessive become thoebeeed
lace. The bride carried a finances with moderate yearnings in your job, you will fulfill their part of the
with a exactly, but I will have it, thereby saving myself from two
Vending at a community cause you
rote:, hurry and indecision.
believe in.
cascade bouquet of pink and behavior. Home may be the tend to drift. Your best suc- bargain.
• —Just for today I will have a quiet half hour to relax
red roses, baby's breath and best place to bring in the New
dEMINI
cess comes with a good
alone. During this time I will reflect on my behavior and will
springeri fern. Tucked into her Year.
'
education in the field in which (May 21 to June 20)
try to get a better perspective on my life.
bouquet were two handker- LEO
A festive holiday could leave
you want.to specialize. Your
—Just for today I will be unafraid. I will gather the
chiefs handed down from (July 23 to Aug. 22)-44'g interest in the mysteries of life you pooped by the end of the
courage to do what is right and take the regponsibility for
irandmotbers of both the
Either you or a loved one atttacts you to science, day If so, don't let nerves lead
my own actions. I will expect nothing from the world, but I
bride and groom The bride's could get carried away by the research, and chemistry. to sullenness or callow
will realize that as I give to the world, the world will give to
only jewelry was a diamond holiday spirit. In romantic Birthciate of Henri Matisse, behavior.
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
me.
necklace belonging to her situations, it's best not to jump artist; Elizabeth Arden, CANCER
It makes sense, &wool it? And so does their program. It's
Mother.
to conclusions.
j
beauty expert; and Odetta, June 21 to July 22) eir
free. For information about this wonderful organization,
VIRGO
Financial dealings with
folksinger.
write to P.O. Box 6190, Torrance, Cant. 90504.
A lot to
The bride chose *wen Ivey. (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP%.
others go well, as long as you
P.S. Have a happy, healthy New Year. And pray for
Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
sister of the groom as matron
Because your body
Chances are you'll enjoy
maintain a strictly business
peace!
•
of honor. She wore ,a floor this New Year's Eve more by
manufactures a reasonable
LOVE,ABBY
approach. But don't include
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
length gown of primrose forgoing
business associates in holiday read your column about the. amount of cholesterol, your
splashy
enstatement that not eonsurnqiana. She carried long stem- tertainments. A • quiet dinner
Do you wish you had more Meade? For tbe secret of
plans.
It-year-old- boy 'who was ing any would cause your
med red roses and baby's at home with a loved one
popularity, get Abby's new booklet; "How To Be Popular;
dipt•
-•:Z,
LEO
doing weight training and primary sex functions to go
breath tied with burgundy should suffice.
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
ate a lot of eggs. I am a body kaput is completely wrong.
is?le
ribbons. Mrs. Darla Ham and LIBRA
self-addressed,
stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, IS?
builder
14-eggs
and
I
eat
a
Autocratic
behavior
will
The inconsistencies in your
•11.-* rler
Melisa Tyree were 4brides- (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)An
turn others off today. Be in- day. You're out of touch with letter are rather amusing. Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
maids were dressed iden- - Wait a' minute! — selfterested in what people have what is needed to build bod- You say that the'cholesterol
tical to the honor attendant.
in the food isn't important,
indulgence is all too likely for
to say for your best Social. ies. .
Beef a Key liar Source
Eggs contain zero car- then you say without choles"Don't worry.
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Saturday, December 31
New Year's Eve Dance will
-beheld from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
the Murray Country.Club with
Mr. and'Mrs. Stuart Poston as
chairmen, assisted by Mary
4.- Jane Jackson, Messrs and
Mesdames Ted Billington, Bill
Furgerson, Charles Walston,
Jorge Garratazu,,, Buddy
Valentine, and Dick Hutson.
Almo Heights Church of
Jesus Christ will hear the Rev.
'Irby Reed at6 p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
This will be the New Year's
Eve dance.
Murray Branch of the
ChurctI of Jesus Christ Of
Latter:day Saints will hold
groundbreaking ceremonies
for the new chapel on South
16th Street near Cardinal.
Drive at 3 p.m.
Sunday,December 31
New Year's Eve Disco
.Dance will be at the Jaycee
Building at 8 p.m. This is for
Adults 18 and over and cost is
$7 per person.
Mr. and Mrs. Warlick
Hutson of Puryear, Tenn., will
be honored on their '50th
wedding anniversary with. a
reception at the home of
Mrs.
Bilry
„daughter,
Gallirnore, Puryear Heights,
from 2 to 4 p.m. All relatives
and friends are invited.

Sunday,December 31
Singles --Unlimited
is
Calvary Baptist Church,
scheduled to meet in the social
near Coldwater, will have a
hall . of the First United
watch night service starting at
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.
8 p.m. with the speaker being
This is for all adults, single for
Dwight Jackson and the any
reason, over 18 years of
First United Methodist
special song service by the age.
Church
Women is scheduled to
Visions from Paducah.
meet at 10 a.m. at the social
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free hall of the church.
Watch Night service will be
at Christian Fellowship and Accepted Masons is
St. Leo's Women's Guild has
Church, Briensburg with scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
gospel singing concert by the at the lodge hall, Highway 121 changed its meeeting• to
Tuesday, Jan. 9 at 1 p.m. in
Singing Alvey's to start at 7 North.
Gleason Hall.
p.m.
Tuesday,January 2
Ellis Center will be open
Calloway County- Animal
Sunday, December 31
from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
a.m..
Sinking Spring Baptist Shelter will reopen at 8
activities by the Murray
for
closed
,being
after
watch
Church will have a
.Senior Citizens.
night service starting with a holidays.
potluck supper at 8 P.m. A film
Parents --Anonymous will
Murray TOPS (Take Off
will be shown nil p.m. and the
meet at Immanuel Lutheran ,Pounds Sensibly) Club is
service will close at midnight.
Church, 15th and Main scheduled to meet at the
Streets, at 7:15 p.m. Note, Health Center, North Seventh:
New Year's Eve. Candle change of date..
For in- and Olive Streets, at 7 p.m,.
Light Lord's Supper Service formation call
759-1792 or 753- This is open to all"interested
will be at First Baptist Church 9261.
'
, persons.
• at5 p,m.
First Baptist Church'WMU
Delta Department, Murray
will have its general meeting, Woman's Club, will ,not meet
at 9 a.m. at the church.
Monday,January I
"
this month.
Groups of First Baptist
Tuesday, January 2
Church Women will meet as
Kappa Department, Murray
Groups of First Baptist
follows: Lottie Moon with
Woman's
Club, will meet atChurch Women will meet as
Katie Outland at 7 p.m. and
7:30 p.m. at the club house
follows:
Annie
Armstrong
Kathleen Jones with Lucille
with the program to be ,on
with Betty Lyons at 10 a.m.;
Thurman at 7:15 p.m.
Dorothy with Reva Riley at "Our Creative Children."
Group II of First Christian
10:30 a.m.; Bea Walker With.
Executive Board of Murray
CWF will meet in the
Church
Margaret
Sams
at
7:30 p.m.
Woman's Club has changed its
home of Mrs. Marvin Fult n
meeting to Monday,Jail. 8.
Fifth and Sixth Grade at 2 p.m. with Mr*.Carmln
Department
Sunday School of and Mrs. Clem Moore as
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
First Baptist Church will have, cohostesses, Mrs. T. N.
Center,
Health
to meet at the
a social at the Fellowship Hall McDougal giving the devotion„
North Seventh and Olive
and Mrs. Guthrie Churchill
at 6 p.m.
p.m.
Streets, at 7:30
giving the program.

Library Essay

Tuesday, January
Murray Assembly No.- 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Lodge Hall, Highway 121
North.
4
Wednesday, January 3
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Baptist ''''Women, Baptist
Young Women,and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to metet
at 7 p.m. at the church.

Winners
Are Named
FRANKFORT,Ky. — Diana
Lynne Stivers of Manchester
and Sherrie Palls of Danville
are the winners of an essay
contest sponsored by the
Governor's Pre-White House
Conference on Library and
Information Services.

Slivers currently a freshman at Eastern Kentucky
University, won the high
school division representing
Clay County High School. Her
essay was entitled,"The Ideal
Mission groups of the Flint Library in the Rural ComBaptist Church are scheduled' munity."
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
Palis, who is currently a
church. '
student at Boyle County High
School, won in the elementary
division of the contest while
Wednesday,January 3
Marray-Calloway County still a student at Boyle Cqunty
Ministerial Association will Elementary. The title of her
meet at' 9:30 a.m, at the essay was, "Libraries in the
Murray-Calloway County Year 2000."
Hospital for an orientation
The essays were chosen
meeting of the new hospital
from arming the 14, seven for
wing. The meeting will follow
Nigh school and seven for
at 10 a.m.
elementary, which had been
considered best from the
Nature's Palette Garden
state's seven congressional,
Club will meet at the Ellis
districts.
Community Center at 1:301
/
4 Stivers and Palis will
p.m. with the lesson on
receive $125 each for the
"Making Silk Flowers" and
selection of their essays at the
Emma Knight as hostess.
state level. They will participate in the Governor's PreMARRIED
White House Conference on
King Henry VIII of England Library and Information
rnarried his first wife, Services in Lexington during
Katherine of Aragon, in 1509.
March.

The menus for the Nutrition
Program Fig the Elderly_ at
the Douglas enter and also
for "Meals On Wheels" for the
week of Jan. 1 to 5 have been
released by Sally A. DuFord,
dietitian-nutritionist, and
Wilma Wilson, site manager.
For reservations persons
may call 753-8938.
The menus are as follows:
turkey,
Monday--sliced
dressing, gravy, broccoli,
cream corn, cheese sticks on
pear halves, hot rolls, butter,
white cake,chocolate frosting,
and milk.
beef
Tuesday--chopped
steak in brown gravy, mashed

potato, buttered carrots, ark
butter,
biscuits,
slaw,
peaches, cookies, and milk.
Wednesday-spaghetti and
meat balls, green peas, tossed
salad, thousand - island
dressing, -hot rolls, butter,
applesauce, gingerbread, and
milk.
—.Tbursday-liver an-d 'onions,
masted potato, buttered
beets, fruit cocktail in lemon
gelatin, hot rolls, butter,
sawdust pie, and milk.
Friday-baked fresh ham,
white beans, grtens, candied
apples, cornbread, butter,
butterscotch pudding, and
milk.
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WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our. readers, The
Tunes
5
tedger
Murray
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
refresentatives serving our area
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representatave
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243421.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sea. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.*
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL— .
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfott when the General
Assembly as in session by dialing L
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol 'Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. • Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray,Ky.42071

ATTENTIoN,PLEASE!._
HAve A LIME Wg
weCouNTRii
411HE ItfoRMATIoN

C.O... Nowt

.

ByNY RAMSEY
Associated Press Wetter
FRAN1(FORT, Ky.(AP)- Lt. Gov.
Thelma Stovall has settled down after
an emotional outburst before a
legislative corrunittee, but her stance
on the special session remains the same
the General Assembly must decide
specifically how to cut taxes and, if
necessary, raise the money to do so.
After heated words to the committee
earlier Thursday, atriaa Stovall
challenged the lawmaker; to get their
own information and ethibit inShe called the special session. which
begins Jan. 8, in the absence of Gov.
Julian Carroll in November.
The Interim _ Committee' on
Appropriations and Revenue since has
been trying to obtain estimates on the
cost of Mrs. Stovall's package, which
includes a state property tax freeze and
elimination of the 5-cent state sales tax
on home utilities.
The committee first invited Mrs.
Stovall to appear weeks eago, and she
declined on the grounds that it was not
timely.
A second invitation supposedly went
out last week, and when Mr's. Stovall
did not respond, there was talk among
some committee members of issuing a
subpoena, according to Rep. Joe
Clarke, D-Danville, a co-chairman,
The second request led to an explosive response by the lieutenant
governor, who showed up unexpectedly
Thursday morning after learning via
television that she purportedly was
under threat of subpoena.
"I'm not Bill Stansbury," she said,
trembling with fury. "I'm the
lieutenant governor of Kentucky."

Function

ABOUT THIS-PAGE
editorials, columns anelther
opinionated articles op this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &'
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrailel the editorial
phaasophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage. readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
inciividual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings en the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to ttie
editor.
aa the same token, if an issue has
a1rararaaaa ,a.ausead-Zaahaaaaga-asit
• • a reader.feels that the issue merits
..•• the attention of the general public,
aN we welcome a leiter lathe editor Or
an authored-article-on Whatever that
, topic might be.

4

Residents of Murray and Calloway
County awoke this morning to see mow
falling. The ground was not frozen hard
and the snow did not stick.
A meeting on the rural rood program
has been scheduled here on Jan. 11 with
Kentucky Commissioner of Rural Highways Emersen iDoci Beachamp,
according to Calloway County Judge
Pit* Curd.
Murray Tobacco Floors will start
receiving dark fired tobacco on Dec. 31
and the first sale will be held on Jan. 3.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Clayton on Dec. 26.
New Year's Eve midnight show at the
Varsity Theatre on Dec. 31 will be
"Linda Be Good" starring Elyse Knox,
Mark Wilson, and John Hubbard.
Cigarettes, all popular brands, are
listed at $1.62 per carton in the ad for
Economy Self-Service Grocery this
"IC
week.

40 Years Ago

The Columbia Amusement Company,
now building the new Varsity Theatre
on Main Street, will have its own
A central high school is being plaaned
electric generating plant to produce
by the Calloway School System with the
current for lights for the new theatre.
consolidation of Almo, Hazel, Kirksey,
New officers of Murray Lodge No. 105
Lynn Grove, and New Concord High
Free and Accepted Masons for 1939 are
Schools. A 20 acre tract of land on the
Peter Kuhn, A. 0. Woods, Charles B.
W.H. Brooks farm on the College Farm
Ryan, George Hart, C. H. Redden,
the
for
Road has been purchased
Boody Russell, Frank Harpole, Wayne
school, according to Buron Jeffrey,
Flora, Glen Hodges, Amos Wells, and
superintendent of county schools. A
Charles Hood.
bond issue -of $350,000 will be sold with
E. A. Trovillion, manager of
no increase in taxes, Jeffrey said.
Murray's National and Beale Hotels,
"These are but a few areas which
Deaths reported include Earl Holland
said the new Beale Hotel will open on
your committee should be addressing
and Pater Huie.
Jan. 1.
itself," Mrs. Stovall said.
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
One of the state wide museum
"I would like to remind each of you
resigned his position as state railroad
projects, sponsored by the Kentucky
that my program will cost only 1 percommissioner yesterday. He and his
Department of Education, has been
cent of the total biennium budget of $7.5
family left today for Washington, D. C.,
started here with offices in the
billion."
to begin his duties as congressman
basement of the library at Murray
Mrs. Stovall said the appropriations
from this district.
Teachers, College.
State
committee can call on far more
ThoroughCollege
State
Murray
The
W. E.Sparks,proprietor of the W. E.
resources for fiscal information than
breds lost to Centenary 66 to 60 in the
Sparks Company Store here, sucare available to her staff of 11.
Gulf South Basketball Classic at
cessors to Ryan's, said that the com"However, you still insist that I am' 'Shreveport, La. Terry Darnall got 15
pany will start remodeling soon. .
Murray.
the only one in state government who
for
points as high scorer
Anna Mary Adams has graduated
can tell you where the budget should be
In high school basketball tourMayfield Besiaty..School.and
a.
..am:1144
areduesetiaa' alatsait
faaPitaaraa-atamanta,ablew Concord_ beat,laaliard
not willing to dictate to you and aotW
Memorial in the Mayfield Tournament dellaipaliedierstate boand eianiftiatiriti
to receive her license to practice beauty
cornmittee where such reductions
and Kirksey beat Fulgham in the
culture.
should occur."
Carlisle County Tournament. Charles
In high schOol basketball games
Carroll has labeled the special
Stubblefield got 18 points as high for
Murray High beat Hazel, Gilbertsville
seasion irresponsible and said that it
New Concord and Fteederaaot n points
beat New Concord, Lynn Grove beat
may necessitate cutting the current
as high for Kirksey.
Almo, and Brewers beat Kirksey. High
budget.
scorers for each team were West With
10 for Murray, Alton with8for Hazel, V.
ity Judy 1liniain
Brien with 18 for Gilbertsville, Wilson
with 7 for New Concord, Reeves with 10
for Lynn Grove, Puckett and Herndon
Column of historical and genealogical
with 6 each for Almo, Mohler with 9 for
anecdotes. starie's and family riots.)
Brewers, and Washer with 8 for
Kirksey.
Boiled custard is listed at 20 cents per
quart in the ad for Murray Milk
Products.
It has been mentioned in previous
land in Kentucky and Tennessee - at
calumnstbat Kentucky was settled by
that time, anti parts of their mother
men who migrated here from the east
The Murray Milk Plant will fortnally
states, Virginia and ,North Carolina in the years just previous to 1800; but no
officially open for business here on
and
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Mrs. Artie Hale on Dec. 25.
1800a.
the
Mae
well
continued
and
1781,
promising after the war was over,
Marriages announced this week Settlers left almost daily from widely
Alexander Martin, governor of North
Include Vera Dunn to Walter Hutchens,
scattered sections of both Virginia and
Carolina in 1783 told his People:
Dec. 27, Sarah Simmons to W. W.
North Carolina. Many would prosper;
'Nothing now remains but to enjoy the
Hutson,
Dec. Z., Artie Oglesby to Paul_
extremely
going
the
find
would
others
fruits of uninterrupted Constitutional
L. Futrell, Dec. 26e Lesby Marine to
difficult:
freedom!'
James Huston Bass, Dec. 24, Lula Hill
"The expression of newly-won in- • "By 1790 much of the good land in the
to Wylie B. Parker, Dev. 24, and Louise
dependence was fine except that, when ,eastern and central portions of both
McDougal to Calton Morgan, Dec...21.
Kentucky and. Tennessee had been
the war ended, people were in poverty,
Tricycle.s with rubber tires are Hided
and
settlers,
early
the
by
up
gobbled
and
morals
and
disorder,
in
was
society
$2.95 each in the ad for- Overbey and
at
definitely
decided
had
Thomas
James
manners were at a low ebb. Some
this week.
Wallis
with
do
to
nothing
have
would
he
that
47
Carolina's
in
North
.350,000 people
Tennutee.
in
offered
land
fret
The
counties were face to face with such
"Whatever-the reason, it was 18 years
grim truths as a weak and inefficient
after he had returned from serving in
state government, unsatisfactory local
the Revolution before James Thomas
government, political strife, bitterness
And he said unto her, Daughter, be of
expressed serious interest in going to
and economic depression. It was In this
from
about
came
likely
comfort: thy faith hathmade thee
good
This
Kentucky.
unhappy state of affairs that James
aohole; go to peace. - Luke 8:48.
an Act of the General Assembly of the
Thomas returned to.civilian life and
- Faith Ain heals. God gives us docnew state of Kentucky,on December 21,
attempted to get his plantation on ators; trust them. Trust God for your
'1975. Prior to the establishment of
sound footing again.
had
Virginia
needed blessing beyond all science.
state,
a
as
Kentucky,
"James Thomas and marry other
reserved, for her soldiers all lands in
veterans of the state and Continental
Kentucky south of the Green River, and
Murray'Ledger & Times
militia had made tremendotts physical
until 1797 no person could enter a
and financial sacrifices to -fight for
survey in this-area unless he had been 'a
Waiter!. Apperson
.blisher
ru
North Carolina, and now the state
R Gene t40.'utcheon
F:cittor
Virginia soldier.
leaders felt a moral and legal obligation
The Murray lastger & Times 13 publtahed.
"When Kentucky ai a sovereign state
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Thy. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
mas
new
the
took over her vacant lands,
measures, the empty state treasury,
Murray Newspapers, inc., ,103 N 401 St„.,
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once
this
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opened
legislation
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and the abundance of vast acres of land
Murray. Ky 4701
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StovOiSettles Down

Jaunts Serve

.- f

The Murray Police Department investigated a two car accident today in
the city, but 60 injuries were reported.
This wagthe 46th traffic accident report
filed for December by the police officers.
Deaths reported 'include Mrs. Ma
Hubbard, Mrs. Hafford (Lucy Lee)
McReynolds, William Forrest, Gairey
Walker, 67, Roger Hall, 'ant Mrs.
Ernest Merrell, 82.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Terry of
Nortonsville, formerly of Calloway
County, celebrated their 50th Wedding
anniversary on Dec. 7 with an open
house at the home of their son4n-law
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Radford
Wells, Allen Park, Mich.
Barletta Weather,area agent In home
economics, will start teaching a basic
sewing class for women of the Dexter
Community on Jan.2 at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.

30 Years Ago

20 .Years Ago

EDITORIAL

A recent Associated Press
story from Washington told
about some 29 senators and 59
congressmen traveling abroad
at taxpayers'expense in the lull
since the November elections.
And ,many taxpayers will
take quick offense, envisioning
their representatives basking
on the beaches at Waikiki or
getting a little skiing in Austria.
But the truth of the matter is
most of the jaunts serve a function. Members of Congress
must be informed on the

10 Years Ago

5001-N 1-t4TAN5WEI To
TEtOME Cc TAIWAN-

Funny World
Albany, N. Y.- In his 24 years as a
toll collector for the New York Thruway
Authority, Al Engleberger has handed
about
out about 2,800,000 toll tickets and
biscuits.
33,480 dog
Engleberger, who has been stationed
at Exit 23, explains his biscuit-giving
tradition-in a simple way: "I'm a dog
lover."
"' His love of dogs generally comes as a
pleasant surprise for the traveler who
finds himself presented with a toll
ticket and a medium size dog biscuit for
his rider, he said. "Some people come
beck and give me candy,"„ 1* added.
, pegs have a variety of reactions to
the treat
"Young dogs will often lick you
before they take • the biscuit,"
itngleberger said. "Some dogs swallow
it right away like they never had one in
their life. Some play with it before They
take it."
,

Looking Back

problzzs of other nations. The
world has grown too small for
provincial political decisions.
Many of the congressmen
traveled to the People's
Rejanblic of China and to Japan
— hations certain to have a _
on
effect
pronounced
America's future.
The most popular trips for
senators were to a NATO con-ference in Portugal and to the
Soviet Union. Again, these are
places where our lawmakers
could gain importantfacts vital
to their future decisions.
There are, of course, a smattering of our representatives
who take advantage of their •
positions and pack off onpleasure trips in the guise of
fact-finding expeditions. They
should be found and exposed for
what they are — cheats.
Congress has stopped some of
by
boondoggling
is
prohibiting those defeated for
re-election or retiring from office from going off on trips at
government expense.
But, nevertheless, every trip
should not be labeled a freebie
—a junket.
Some of the corners . thig
_ nation has pated -itself into in
the past rine*
oide,c1 if • members , of
Congress pa more firsthand
. knowledge of the world around'
118.

The reference was to the Louisville
mayor, who has become embroiled in
controversy with City aldermen over
his absence from the city. thethe eve of a
.
firefighters' strike.
Declaring that she was "damn mad,"
Mrs. Stovall demanded that -ealy
to atty.,*
committee member own •
suggestion of a subpoena. She got no.
takers.
Then Mrs. Stovall walked out, saying
she would return after lunch to read a
statement.
By that time, all heads were cooler
tag Claike andSen.WoedrostStetnper.
t)-West LibeKy, oils
-urea MrsaSroaall
that no offense was intended and, in
fact,she had not received the request to
appear because of a staff mixup.
"No one bothered to write me or
make a telephone call until 11:30 a.m.
yesterday," she said.
Clarke responded that it could be
noted Mrs. Stovall's special session
notice also was rather short, and said
that if the notice for her appearance
was inadequate, she is owed an
apology.
"I'm ready to start _veer and be
friends again," the lieutenant governor
replied.
Her -statement, whicb repeated an
urging that the General Assembly
become independent by adopting its
own specific program, contained some
new aspects on how Mrs.- Stovall
believes money can be raised for tax
,
•
cuts.
It came in the form of what Mrs.
Stovall said is "some food for thought."
She said the federal income tax relief
provided during the past Congress
would mean a windfall for the Kentucky
a
treasury of about 88 million.
This comes about because when
Kentuckians pay lower federal taxes,
they cannot deduct as much from their
state income taxes.
Mrs. Stovall said that the state's
surplus in fiscal 1977-197a exceeded
projections and suggested the appropriation committee should look into
the Department of Finance's report to
determine the actual amount.
She said that the Department of
Revenue has indicated a $7 million
excess in general fund tax collections
for the first quarter of this fiscal year
and that the trend should continue for
the following three months.
The general fund finances most state
government services and operations.
The lieutenant governor said the
committee should check into the capital
construction fund, which amounts to
about $211 million currently pad
finances buildings and facilities around
the state.
She already has alked State Auditor
.George Atkins to do so. Both he and
Mrs. Stovall are Democratic caedidates for governor in 1979. So is Terry
-McBrayer, whom the state -admihistration presumably favors.
And Mrs. Stovall indicated that
-Savings are likely in paring personal
service contracts, those awarded
without bidding- ba the administration
for professional services for which
state employees supposedly are not
qualified or for which their ase would
not be efficient. The service contracts
have been under lengthy periodic
criticism.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are weleomed
and encouraged. MI letters must be
signed tiy the writer arid the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of. general
inteiest.
--gelieens-areeetare-athernrittennat 'or- rejtat fly letter and
limit frequent wtiters..•'
Addiess correspondenbe, .to:
Editor, The • Murray tedger. .&
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

Echoes From The Past

TireSettlement Of
Kentucky

50 Years Ago
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1978 Began With A Flurry

A Review Of 1978

JANUARY
put at 1982 during a public Counta High. The school Was nap• ping charges in connection
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Max
meeting here March M.
later named a "com- with the abduction of a Graves
Gore of the Wadesboro Road
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard prehensive" facility. -County woman from a rest
area of Calloway County were
told reporters here following a
the parents of the first baby,
Government is limited in its stop on Land Between the
meeting with Murray Rotary capacity to effect change Lakes.
Edward Shawn, born in the
that he was still eyeing the without a partnership with the
Citing major economic,
county this year.
governor's - race. Hubbard private sector, Dr. Harvey physical and social changes
A number of newly elected
recently tossed his hat into the Sloane, candidate for the along 12th Street in Mureay,
officials were sworn into
political ring and decided to Democratic gubernatorial the planning commission
assorted city and county ofrun for the Democratic nomination told Murray voted to rezone the thoroUghfices.
nomination.
fare into a business zaine.
Rotarians March 30.
Murray City Council apTwo Murray men, driving
Murray City Council a4ter
proved a $1.66 million budget,
separate cars, were killed in a
okayed the recommendaticsa
up some $245,000 over the
APRIL
head-on collision south of
Martha
Grouadbreaking
Boles
previous year. The council in
of.
Mayfield March 25. Dead were ceremonies were announced Madisonville became the
the same meeting approved a
Ricky Dale Green,18, Route 3, for mid-April on the $8.2 second woman in Mur ray
sanitation rate hike.
Murray, and Dan O'Neal million university center at State history elected presi ent
In the Kentucky General
of the student body.
Barrow, 26, South -Seventh Murray State.
Assembly, which convened at
Street, Murray.
Calloway County
Tennessee Valley Authority
the beginning of the year, Rep.
ker
For the fifth consecutive Chairman S. David freeman Speech Team made it two
Kenneth Imes was named
year, Calloway County High called for renewed direction years in a row — capturing the
chairman of the House
Speech Team won the regional for the "iiiiddle ageal" power 58th Annual Kentucky State
committee on state Ownspeech festival at MSU. utility during • an address. Speech Tournament.
ment and Sen. Richard
Murray High placed second.
National Merit Scholarstap
before the annual meeting of
laeisenberger was named
Retail sales climbed to Kentucky's • Western Corporation awarded a four'
chairman of the committee on
almost $126.5 million in Waterlands, a regional year 'merit scholarship 'to
counties and special districts.
Callowauy County during 1977, tourist-promotion group.
Bruce Horning, son of Mr.and
• It was announced that
up some $11.5 million, The
Tourism is a health, integral Mrs: Bob Horning, Murray, a
teams from 10 states would
Murray Ledger & Times part of Western Kentucky's four year merit scholarship,
participate in the Murray
reported.
A major obstacle holding up
economy, contibuting over $70
State University Invitational
An
on-site
Kentucky "million to the region, ac- the construction of a new post
Special Olympics Basketball
office facility in Murray was
Department of Education and cording to a KWW study.
Tournament.
Southern Association of
Local authorities arraigned cleared in mid-April when
a
Area farmers were gearing
Colleges
and
Schools Dennis W. Brown, Route 1, Murray Common Council
up for another phase of a
evaluation ended at Calloway Benton, on rape and kidnationwide agricultural Strike
(Continued On Page ia
with a farm -commodities
"holding action", set for mid
January.
The new year came in like a lion in mid-January, covering the
ground with snow. The folks In this area did not see the
The first hints of the Winter
ground again for some time as almost 44 Inches of snow fell here
during the winter months...
of '78 came when a cold waye,
gripped the state.
Murray Common Council
baseball coach JohnnyThe Murray Ledger &
Reagan athletic director at
Times learned a new post named Varshall Jones to fill a
the council which
the university and hiked
office building was designated spot
housing and dining rates, for
for the city but a construction Johnny RickmaKavacated at
students during a Regents
date and place were not the beginning of the year.
revealed by sources the
meeting. •
FEBRUARY
Murray Planning ComIf the ground hog had
newspaper talked to.
mission delayed a decision on
Mid-January brought the ventured out Feb. 2 he would
the Twelfth Street rezoning
first major snowstorm here have found about three inches
_issue in a pualia.hearing tbat
alehaaretaa,
to sweep away as
attrad-e-d a area-era-WU—Orschools and creating hazer- more snow fell here.
interested citizens. The
Most Murrayans gave their
dous driving. Western Kencommission later okayed a
tucky braced for even more city high ratings as a place to
proposal to rezone the street to
live and work,.according to a
snow in the days to come.
Another snowstorm brought Public opinion poll published
a business classification and
forwarded it to Muraay City
still more snow to the area — in The Murray 'Ledger &
Council which okayedait also.
13 inches had fallen here by Times.
The estimated date for
An earlier recommendation
Jan. 17.
completing a four-laned
Groundbreaking ceremonies on the new $8.2 million student center on the MSU
Kentucky Gov. Julian that designated Calloway
cannius
Twelfth Street in Murray was
Carroll included funding for a County as a "non-attainment
were held in April.'..
U.S. Army National Guard area" in an air* pollution
a.
Armory in his executive rating • was reversed, a state
,._budget. He • also committed official said.
funds for restoration and
Two major --eanstruetion
renovation of Wather Hall, projects, the new university
converting it to a Jackson student center on the MSU
campus and K41,art complex
Purchase
AnotherMusel°
win:el:r13nowstorm in the city, were expected to
moved into Kentucky Jan. 19, get underway as Murray City
• leaving four inches here. Planner Steve Zea reported
Many city and' county over $5.6 million in residential
organizations said they were and commercial construction'
prepared to asist city and started in the city during 1977.
Rep. Kenny Itnes, right, conferred with House Speaker Bill
county
Rep. Kenny Imes of Murray Kenton during the Kentucky General Assembly,
residents . in
Januarya emergency situetiona due to introduced a "brief and
March...
simple bill'', in the House project.
snow and ice.
what 'most drivers suspected
Hospital construction requiring future laws be - A public hearing on the four- earlier this yaar —
the winter
projects, bids on a pharmacy drafted in simple, non- laning-of Twelfth Street from played havoc
on area roads.
to be operated .in the • hew technical language. The bill Sycamore to Utterback Road
Churchmen and others
• -'professional office building later failed to pass.
.was scheduled for March la, affiliated with United Campus
Local school officials_ told according
and
fees charged
by
to
an •an- Ministry at Murray State Were
radiologists were among the The Murray Ledger & Times nouncement from Kentucky surveying
options available.
major topics talked about at a that loss of "bonus education Department
of
Tran- for relocation after a fire
Murray-Calloway County units," which Gov. Carroll sportation.
destroyed UCM headquarters
Hospital Board meeting. •
called for ending under his
U.S. Senator William
March 8.
A near-blizzard hit this area proposed budget, would hurt Proxmire, D-Wis., called for a
Murray Common Council
Jan. 23, virtually paralyzing local school systems.
ceiling on federal spending in denied a proposal for a
highway and local traffic, and
A Calloway County Grand an appeatance in Murray.
drainage project • an a
adding more snow to that Jury returned - 14 criminal
While having to cope with a Chestnut. Street site being
already on the ground here. indictments, kicking off the weeks-long United Mine considere
d by the U.S. Postal
Schools.. factories
and February term of Calloway Workers coal strike, Ten- Service for location of a new
businesses closed in the wake County Circuit Court:•
nessee Valley Authority, a
postal facility in Murray.
• of the storm.
Marray Common Council multi-state power distributor, Councilm
en later reversed the
Despite all the gloomy okayed a study of .drainage asked for a 20 percent cutback
ruling and approved the•
stories about the weather, the problems an the vicinity of the in power use. Later, all
project.
newspaper reported the local old city park. And Calloway businesses in Murray were
• Members
of
Murlay
economy continued growing at County School Board moved asked to cut their thermostats Independ
ent
Board -of
a steady, even pace, after closer to a county- middle back to 60 degrees to conserve
Education were studying a
talking with local bankers and school when it 'named an energy.
plan - for
complete
a
savings andjoan personnel.
architect to begin work on the
A snowstorm Feb. 21
e-lenfentary
level
damped four inches in snow
reorganizaion in the city
here, closing schools and a
school system. Despite public
nuraber of planited meetings.
outcry against the measuraa
Members
of
Murray
establishing first and second
Planning Commission set a
grades at Robertson and third
March 21 hearing date for a
and fourth grades at Carter,
public meeting on the Twelfth
the school board_ okayed__ the
Street rezoning questioe.
'plan,
'
Calloway County School
MARCH
Board began chopping up its
March came in like a lion school calendar to allow for
bringing over three inches of make-up days replacing those
additional snow to the area.
gays students missed due to
Famed baseball great sruiwy weather.
Brooks Robinson of the
Murray High captured six
Baltimore Orioles paid a visit top honors in the senior'
to Kevin Shahan, recovering division and . Wera state
from isaurise received in an champions in the junior
automobile accident two years division of the Kentucky High
ago. Robinson was in Murray School Speech League State to deliveir a Murray State Drama Festival in Lexington
University Insight lecture.
The Murray Ledger &
A coal miners' return to Times
that ,
reported
Work under the back-to-work Southeastern - Conference
order which President Jimmy Coach of the Year, Mississippi
Carter issued March.6 would State's Ron Greene was
all but insure the Tennessee "strongly' considering" th
Valley Authority with air' head basketball coaching job'
adequate coal supply without at Murray State. Greene later
mandatory, power
cur- took the job,
tailments,°Male's said.
- Murray-Calloway Celerity
• Over 431 inches of snow fell Hospital Beard,uakcilts.
'Tom
_
la-adurisay _during-the-titker ....ratas-and$okayedie$7- A fire at Hester Hall on the MSU canapes fo-i-Ce71
milbeaa
of 478, the newspaper repoia worksheet,for the, fiscal year
evacuation of over 380 residents. Fire damage was limited to
fatin a mid-March session.
one room but smoke and water damage was heavy
City, county and state road
Murray State University •
throughout the facility...
engineers were confirming Board of Regents named KV
•
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Dry Summer Hurts Crops
Calloway
Countians
followed the trend of the rest
of Kentucky by supporting
Democrat incumbent Walter
"Dee" Huddleston, and on the
whole, failing to vote in the
May primary.
Kentucky
Board.
of
Elementary and Secondary
Education re-classified
Calloway County High Schaal
into a "comprehensive"
school, the highest state rating
given to schools.
Murray Board of Education
named James- L. "Buddy"
Lightto replace Joe Sills, who
resigned, as ,director of
Murray School System bands.
A single vehicle accident
claimed the life of Calloway
County High graduating
senior Jeffrey Satterwhite,
Ison of Charlie Lee Satterwhite, Route 1, Murray,
and Mrs: Doyce Walker,
Selma, Ala., and a companion
he was with, Paula Mason,
daughter of Mr: and Mts.
Walter B. Mason, Route 1,
Kirksey, in a Graves County
'crash.
Some 190 seniors graduated
in commencement exercises
at Calloway County High in
late May.

with .murder following the
death of a Murray State coed,
Vicki McChesney, who wag.
found
beaten
at
the
emergency room entrance to
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital in early June.
Kenneth Owens and Steve
Compton announced plans to
build a new office building on
the former site of the Houston- '
McDevitt Clinic in downtown
Murray.
The dry, hot weather in
Calloway County this summer
has literally burned up acre
of corn, soybeans and tobacco
•
and could run into the millions
The Calloway County Speech team won the Kentucky State High Stto61 Speech Tournamentin April for the second year in a row...
of dollars.
A Murray man, Charles
Clevenger, and Don Traywick
of McKenzie, Tenn., were
charged with the alleged 'interstate transport of pornography,
promoting
prostitution and trafficking in
drugs.
AUGUST
•
Hazel. and Hardin will
receive housing grants from
the Department of • Housing
and Urban Development
totaling $1-million combined.
Calloway County officials
sought to have the County
declared a disaster area
because of farm losses due to JUNE
,
anexcessively
dry summer.
Some 170 seniors ,Feceived
Thousands of shoppers took
'diplomas in graduation
advantage of the bargains in
ceremonies at Murray High in
Murray's
only
annual
early-1.w.
,
citywide
sidewalk
sale.
Elmer Dillon of Murray, 37,
Gov. Julian M., Carroll
died in an auto crash about
spoke at lommencement
'four miles north of Hopkinceremonies at Murray State
sville in early June.
University in which 501
U.S. District Judge Edward
students,
including
his
Johnstone signed an order
daughter, were graduated.
dismissing federal charges
Miss Clara Eagle, profesalor
against Bill Crouse and the
emeritus
and retired chair-Crouse corporation in canman
of
the
art department,
.nection :with allegedly tamwas awarded an honorary
. Rering with car *meters.
doctorate.
Sykig—retire-d—as-- • •
'The Murray Board of
superintendent of postal
Education
adopted an imoperations for Murray Post
Anita 'Thomas, left, was named Secretary of the Year and Guy Billington, right, was
munization schedule that Razing of the landmark Houston-McDevitt Clinic Building. destroyed in a fire, began in
Office after working for the
. named Boss of the Year at the annual banquet of the Murray chapter, National Secretaries
resembles guidelines required
May.Construction of a.professional office building on thesite is now underway...
department over 20 years.
Association in April...
by Kentucky state law.
Calloway County High
A three-inch rainfall saved
graduating senior Kenneth
tobacco, soybeans and hay,
Paschall, son of 7.:dr, and Mrs. one of a few statewide systems president of the Murray- Commerce.
however, early corn was too
Carves Paschall, Route 2, receiving first year funding Calloway County Chamber of
Hal Cathey was charged
(Continued From Page 5)
(Continued On Page 7)
Julian B. Thomas of Mayfield, came to a close in early May Hazel, was named Star State for the new program.
voted to approve a drainage
won the top Open Five Gaited when the contents of the old Farmer in a, state FFA , The U.S. Postal Service
project on the proposed , site - Trophy, capping off two nights "National Hotel" were
• agreed in late June to pursold at meeting.
near Chestnut and 10th of the 1978 Kentucky State public auction.
Murray Common Council chase a site on Chestnut Street
streets.
•
Charity Horse Show here.
Some 80-1it0 Murray State okayed its share of a.one year for a new post office facility
. Murray Common Council
. In a cost cutting move, University disgrunted service
contract' providing a $70,000 here,
Murray Board of Education employees picketed the subsidy to Mercy AmbulanCe
..kaYed extension of Glendale
The "Bousten-MeDevitt.
itoad- as a mafor connector voted to cut five-days from its university, ' demanding
the Service. 'Calloway County Clinic, Inc.- a, corporation of
between S. 12th St. and S..4th school calendar, dropping school correct a number
Murray
in
of, ' Fiscal Court had approved its physicians
4t. Councilmen, in the same back to the state-mandated grievances and
dissolved effectiv,e July I.
recognize the share of the contract earlier.
;busy' mid-April session, save 175 day school year. But group as members
First grade teachers at
Calloway County Fiscal
of the
:preliminary approval to the school officials emphasized American Federation
North
Elementary were to be Court gave tentative approval
of State,
l'ezoning of 12th St. and ap- youngsters attending the County
working4yith a new grading lb an estimated 31.2- million
and
Municipal
-.proved sewer rate increases.
system will be required to Employees. The employees system, following county working budget for the
f. Kathy Luber of AViston,
attend the full number of days. later returned to work- with a
school board action in a June current fiscal year.
_:.wasnamed_Miss Murray SWIe.._ -,Anila_jbobw•CPS1 was _ple•e_f_rom the
meeting.
Continued hot weather was
uniyersity to
-University in the 13th annual' named -1973 Secretary of the Attempt to solve
Murray-Calloway County taxing
power - - systems
some Of the
. Miss MSU Pageant.
Community Theatre- opened throughout the Tennessee
, Year". while Guy Billington -grievances.
It wasannounced the city of was named "Boss of the
its summer season With a mid- Valley Authority system,
Authorities continuld 'their
Murray was applyinglor over Year" during the Murray investigation in early May
June production of "The although
power
local
into
bait million in community
Hobbit."
W- banquet of National the death of -Billy J
distributors said they were
aevelopment funds for the, Seretarios Association.
Kentucky
Board
of weathering the heat wave
Strickland, .
20, Paris, Tenn.,
tiouglas community of the
MAY
Elementary. and Secondary well.
apparently ,run, over by his
.city. U.S. Department • of ` Murray State University own car on Cherry Street.
Education appaoved a $21,150
Housing
and
Urban Board -of Regents approved a
JULY
pilot project for the,gifted and
'
Calloway County • Fiscal
-Development didn't award the $27.6 million budget during a Court members
Miss Leslece Grogan was
talented to begin in the
in mid-May
city the money although Hazel regents session in late April.
Murray School System this crowned. queen of the 1978
said they favored a voter
receive a community
di
" Kentucky. Gov. Julian opinion to regarding a refuse
Calloway County Jaycee Fair
fall.
Traditional graduation exercises were held at Murray High, Calloway High and
development grant.
Carroll, Speaking to the an- tax for the county, possibly for
Tony Wilson, a •Bardwell from a field of 19.candidates.
University in May and June._
State
The total number of patientS nual Murray State alumni ttte
native, was named in June Shaun Baker , and Patricia
November
ballot.
admitted to Murray-Calloway - banquet, said he advised the however, the
sports editor of The Murray Johnson were her attendants.
ballot never
County Hospital during the state secretary of finance to materialized.
Ledger & Times.
The fair included two
just-ended fiscal year was up start planning for a new MSU
Callaway County District demolition derbies, a four
Murray-Calloway County
considerably
but
total fieldhouse.
Judge Sid Easley set a $100,000 'wheel drive pull, horse and
Hospital waa a $9,4. million
"patient days" rose slightly
'A Calloway County Circuit operation in /IZ77, aecording to /bond for Hal B. Cathey, a mule pulls, a .midway and
for the year, hospital board Court. jury determined the city an audit presented
to hospital"' countian charged with the other activities.
members learned in an 'April of Mdtfl'y must pay the state 'board members
beating of Vicki McChesney of
David Buckingham was
in May:.
meeting...
$2,308 for fish killed in a
Murray: Cathey later faced sworn in as assistant county
Kriati Lynn Graham was
A tank car containing a September, 1918, sewage crowned Kentucky
murder charges when the attorney after being appointed
Little Miss
- highly toxic and flammable overflow from the city's water 1978 at the third
woman died from injuries she by County Attorney Max
annual
chemical derailed here, and sewer system., Murray Kentucky Little
Miss Pageant • sustained. He had not faced Parker.
ctTing little- darriage but a City Council later voted to held on the
trial here as.1978 drew to a
Jacob W. Pickel of Dexter
Murray State
few anxious hours here. The appeal the verdict.
close.
was shot and killed at his
campus.
derailment occurred near the. A Calloway County Grand
Dairy farming remained an hqme by Hazel Deputy Bobby
A project tO extend the
Kengas facility on Industrial Jury, reporting'in early May., runway
at Murray-Calloway_ active part of the local fat-• Mines after resisting 'arrest
oad. •
returned 15 criminal in- County Airport- to 5,000 feet
ming economy with dairy and brandishing, a knife at,
Attache, a sleek, black dictments.
fanners earning over $2 Holmes.
won approval from thecounty
'harse owned by Mr. and Mrs.
An 'era in Murray's history airport board.
miThon, according to a
John Mack Carter; editor of
• hltirray Ledger & Times Good Housekeeping and, a
story.
Murray native, spoke at the
. An on-site survey of Murray First Christian Church's 120th
Calloway County Hospital by - anniversary celebration.
,field representatives of the
Murray' State University
Joint
Commission
on President Constantine W.
Accreditation of Hospitals Curris opposed the new policy
ended with a briefing for of the Kentucky Council on
hospital officials_
Higher Education tp
An ordinance establishing a resident undergra uate
. general fund ad valorem tax enrollment to 20 percent of
of 37 cents per each $100 each
institution's total
.assessed value by Murray enrollment.
From
Common Council.
Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor
Maacil Vinson, alumni emeritus of the First Baptist
director. at Murray State, 'Church, was elected "Teacher
announced his intentions to of the Year" for the secand
run for the Democratic consecutive year by students
nomination har agriculture of the Southern Baptist
commissioner in the May Theological Seminary in
primary.
Louisville.'
(1\,
.An onslaught' of the
Many- renovations were
-.European corn borer struck being done at the four Muvy
cansiderable acreage. of corn city schools includihg air
here in June:
conditioning,
painting,
• Callbway County School lowering ceilings and in'Borttprotested the seleCtion -stab% ca.prang. Got. Julian ( arroff.-ieft. ted" Ma round of golf at the Murray Country Club prior to
process used
the state
The Murray area may soon
speeding at the annual 191,S1 aluntill banquet in May,Playing with the governor In this group
department of education in the rival Florida and AtiFona as a
were,Iris kit, fortner mayor Holm's Ellis, MSU regent Or. Sal Matarrazo. and Dwain
gifted' and tzanted program. retirement mecca,ISccording
Metaled',assistant director of infortn•stiou and Publif Services at MSU...
Murray School System was to Jim Johnson,exeuuti4 vice
O
•
•

A Review 0 1978
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Wing the
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at
the
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y County
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plans to
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Houston- '
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wither in
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up acres
tobacco
millions, ,

Continued From Pages)
far gone for rain to help.
The Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation
Association
closed it.% children's day care
center
following
an
evaluation. .
Jimmy Lamb and Ronnie
Boyd, -1978 'graduates of
Calloway County High School,
were killed in a fiery twovehicle automobile accident
on U.S.641 South.
James t:Milts of Cleburne;
Texas, was charged in the
- murder of Penny Schoon of

Peoria, Ill., which occurred at 1,782.
a house on North 12th Street. . Frank Gillia
m of Murray
The couple had lived in wks named one
of 10 -outMurray about one month.
standing young Kentuckians"
The
Murray
State lay the Kentucky Jayeees,lhe
University Board of Regents Kentucky
Chamber
of
authorized the planning an* ,Commerce and the
Fair Board
construction-- of a nepi for his excel
lence in
basketball sports arena on the academic, civic
and athletic
campus.
fields.
Unofficial- .enrollment
Four
Murray
State
figures showed that the
Univetsitr buildings were
Calloway County School listed on the
National Register
System
enrolled
2,900 of Historic Places.
students, while the Murray
The Murray City Council
City School System enrolled. approved a
facilities planning

study that gave two options for
pg
earade
tm ni
ngt. the city's selvage

q

Pamelh Crittendon, 17, of
County was the
victim of a hit-and-run accident at ErriRtrove.
William "Bill" Pinkston
was sworn in as Commonwealth Detective for the
42nd Judicial District.
Calloway County farmers
became
eligible
for
emergency loans from the
Farmers
HomeAdinstra.

, Charles
Traywick
., were
lleged •inof porom oting
ficking in
rdin will
ants from
Housing
elopment
ombined.
officials
he County
ster area
sses due to
urruner.
ppers took
rgains in
annual
le.
., Carroll
encement
ray State
'itch 501
•ing
his
graduated.
, professtor
red chairenactment,
honorary.
Board of'
• an imule that
• required
w.
all saved
and hay,
rn was too
ge 7)

The Calloway County High School band took first place honors at the

Banana Festival in Fulton in August...

Middle School OK'd
•

Fantasy Isle in Murray, —7rs—siAation of Murray State
Charles Clevenger, was University.
convicted in U.S. District
"Racers Run
the Gold"
Court. in Paducah of two was the theme of
Murray
counts relating to interstate State
University's
transport of alleged obscene Homecoming
Parade
materials for the purpose. of featuring 140 units and
U.S.
resale. _
Rep. Carroll Hubbard as the
The Calloway County Board grand marshal.
of Education approved a bid
Fred Schultz, Kentucky
for the construction of a new deputy superintendent
of
middle, school and athletic Elementary and Secon
dary
fieldhouse.
Education and former Murray
Mrs. Sue Coleman Bybee of City
School
System
Murray died in a three-vehicle superintendent, was
the
collision in Forsyth, Ga.
speaker for the open, house at
James Harrison, Murray the. remodeled facilities
of
High School_ senior, was Morray Middle School.
selected. as one of the two
The former location ofKentucky representatives to Murray Machine and Tool
Co.,
ate McDonald's All American now owned by Orr Iron Co. of
Band. He will appear in the Evansville,
Ind.,
was
Macy's Thanksgiving " Day destroyed by fire.
Parade in New York City and
In an exclusive interview
the Tournament of Roses with Dr. Ray Mofield,
a
Parade on New Year's Day in professor in the journalism
Pasadena, Calif.
and radio-television deparThe Courthouse clock, which had been
inoperative for
E. J. Haverstock, vice tment at Murray State
some time, was put back in service in Septem
ber...
president for manufacturing University, U.S. Rep. Carrol
l
for the Tappan Company, will Hubbard, confirmed his inserve as acting manager at. tentions to announce for the
the company's Murray plant Demociatic .nornination for
until a-- permanent plant governor on Dec.11.
manager is located:
Twenty-six patients were
• Capt. John Raymond Slater moved out of the old conwas sworn in as commanding valescent care building to the
1300 J.91-inson Blvd.
-officer of the new Murray new long-terM care unit on the
National Guard Unit, which is third floor of the northwest
Will Be
designated as a combat- wing of the Murray-Calloway

tv

July is the month for the Calloway County
•

Jaycee Fair and 1918's, as usual, was a huge succes

s...

Controversial Zoning Approve
SEPTEMBER
The, controversial rezoning
of a strip of land behind Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet from
residential tb commercial use
was approvnti by the Murray
City Council.
Murray's claim as the
"Birthplace of Radio" will be
included in a Kentucky color
film produced by the state.
,,Edwin 0. Norris of
Kingsport, Tenn., was the
speaker for the dedication of
the Harry Lee Waterfield
Library on the Murray State
University campus.
A questionniare sent,out by
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard's
office- showed twuucrgArli,
of west4ntu.ciciansinuarad.a
federal income tax cut even if
it means reduced federal
services.
fp.
The 'Tappan 'Company
announced plans for an immediate major ifirrease in
production at the local plant.
Police investigated a Main
Street residence incident in
which one Woman.. was
assaulted and one was
sexually abused.
Around $180,000 worth of
pavinft. was completed in
Murray to repair the winter's
severe weather damage.
• The September Calloway
County Circuit Court Grand
Jury returned 19 criminal
indictments.
A $16,300 grant was awarded
to the Calloway County Board
of Education to establish an
Intensive guidance and
counseling program for
juvenile offenders at Calloway
County High School.
Test data for the Murray
y Schools showed that

Security Federal
Savings & Loan Association

Work on an extension of the runway at Kyle
Reid began in September. The runwa
y is
being extended 1,600 feet and will permit use
of the airstrip by private and small commercial jets...
•
students in the city system disadv
antzged groups, senior under the auspices of the
scored above the national citifIns,
physically han- Calloway Couty Fiscal Court
average in the four subject dicappedea
nd other special and the Htunane Society of
categories and the composite groups.
Calloway County.
average.
Dr. John C. Quertermous,
An alleged rape which ocAlmost 24,000 county tax Murray
physician, was curred on U.S. Highway 641
bills amounting to $1.9 million, presented
the Kentucky qlpr the Bee Creek Bridge
in tax money were mailed out. Medics-I- Assoc
iation's brought the number of
Mary E. Everett, owner and Distinguished
Service Award. Calloway County rape inoperator -of- Murray Motel,
Harold Eversmeyer was cidents in the past two months
was fatally injured in a traffiC named "Kiwa
nian of the to three.
accident With a semi-tractor Year."
• Murray State University
on Nqi Fourth Street.
Presid
ent .Constantine' W.
OCTO
BER
Gale (Tripp) Thurman was
Curris said that electricity
mamed the new director of the •More th4n $289,000 was
costs threaten the universit
Murray-Calloway County''TbIlected during the first eight
budget.
Senior Citizens, following the months of operation of the
A $210,000 state grant was
Callow
ay
County-Marshall
resignation of Alan Blaustein.
awarded to the city and will be
,The Calloway County Public Countylpistrict Court system.
Open'house was held at the used to dredge. and cleah
Library received a grant of
channels on.the East Fork of
$14,000- for a library service new Calloway County Animal..
Shelte
r,.
which
is operated Clarks River. a
project to expakd services to
A former operator of

Hamp Brooks,- a Calloway- The -clock---on the Calloway
County farmer and retired County. Courthouse . began
educator, was ri-arned the ticking again after 10 years of
Outstanding
Agriculture :
s111ence.
Alumnus of the Year for 1978
The Murray Fire 'Departby the 'Agriculture Alumni
(Continued On Page 8)
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I

Third, the natiOn's,;domestic
energy supply is extended,
maki-ng America rsnore .independent Off unreliable fareign
sources.
.
1
• Energy conservation. It
makes dollars and sense for all of
us.

Ky. Rural Electric.
-Cooperative Corporation
.West

•
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V
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•
. An architect's drawing of the new 4'alfeas Counts Middle School. to be constructed
near CCHS, was released'in the
i.-11111A.
.
•
• - ••

New Year's Day
January 1
Happy New Years?

ENERGY
ONSERVATION
ICES- DOLLARS

First, your conservation
efforts -permit you to useless energy.'The less you use,
the less you pay.
_
Second,TVA saves energy.
.$ Less power ha
. s to be generated. This can mean a reduction in the fuel adjustment-charge
that's a part of your bill.

,til
ng

Closed

Murray -Mayfield

„.

-

(T••
•
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A Review Of 1478
Dr. Koenecke Honored
(CauitiiwellYrsai Page 7)
ment and Fire Inspector Phil
Owens cooperated with the
Murray
Music
Civic
Association in the staging of
f'The Sound of. Music" at the
,536-seat Lovett Auditorium
the
Murray State
on
University campus.. The
auditorium had prEkiously
been declared as unsafe -for
occupancy by more than 1,200
persons because of the lack of
sufficient fire exits.
Jenny Francis was crowned
as Murray High School's 1918
Homecoming Queen. Her
- attendants were Amanda Holt
and Iambi Cray.

4

NOVEMBER
Ground was broken for the
city's new central garage on
Andrus Drive.
Trooper J. C. Barnett investigated an accident on
Kentucky 94 and found that his
father, Thomas A. Barnett,65,
was the fatal victim of the oneear accident.
Elbert Thomason was
named "Civitan of the Year."
William W. Coomer of
Jonesboro. Ark., was charged
in the shooting death of
Lawrence L. Spinks, 24. of
Murray.
'The owners of radio stations
WNBS-WAAW vowed to stay
on the air despite a local order
by the fire in.sOecftor Aeondenoting the building the
stations occupy and ordering
it vacated.'
Eleven patients were moved
into the new third floor of the
west. wing of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Calloway County voters
• followed a nationwide trend of
light voting in the general
election. US., Sen. Walter
-Dee" Huddleston was reelected for another six-year
stint as was U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard for a two-year term.
Elected for the city school
board were Tom Rushing, Don
Henry and Bill Adams Jr.
Calloway County School
Board members elected were
Walter Byars and Jerry
,."Red" Overbey.
•
, Murray State University
officials initiated planning to
construct two additional 4iit3
at Lovett Auditorium a:s ordered by the ...local fire inspector. The available seating
in the facility was limited by
U niunber of fire exits.
B-. J. Raverstoeit wasnamed general manager of
the Murray Tappan.Company
• operation. He will remain as
the company's vice president
for manufacturing.
'The Murray Ledger
Times learhed that the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation, Bureau of
Highways. has .the. money to
buy rights-of-way for the
estimated $7.5 million Twelfth
Street four-laning project.
Workers prepared to move
the old LI; N Depot, which will
be.. used for a variety of
community activities, to the
new Murray-Calloway County
Park.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
was the principal speaker as
historic Wells Hall on the
Murray State University
campus, first dedicated on
Nov. 6, 1925, was rededicated
sifter its recent renovatiora
- Dr.
Alice
Koenecke,
chairman of the home
economics department at
Murray State University, was
flamed "Citizen of the Year
1978" by the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Corn.
merce during the Chamber's
annualbanquet.
The Kentucky Department
of Transportation, Bureau of
Highways, initiated a route
planning report that is the
first step in a major improvement project for (entucky 94 connecting Murray
with U.S. 68 at Aurora
A former Murray man,
James E. McMIllent 52, of
Houston, Texas, was yled in
a one-car accident on Kentucky 94 east <4 Murray.

•

'Guyana Massacre Ranked As
Top News Stoty Of Year By AP

dunations from menioers,
By MARY CAMPBELL
ordered frequent beatings for
Associated Press Writer
minor transgressions and
The rfrass killings and
demanded sexual relations
suicides by members of the
from both male and female
Peoples Temple in Guyana
followers. Jones gained t
which cost more than 900 lives
political influence locally
is ranked as the top news story
before leaving San Francisco
of 1978*. by editors and
the agricultural
in
1977 to
broadcasters of Associated
community his followers had
Press member newspapers
hewn from the remote jungle. and radio and television
In the other Top 10 stories:
stations.
2. Long-warring -Israel and
The ritual suicides in the
cult's jungle commune, Egypt agreed to terms of a
headed by the Rev. Jim Jones, peace treaty in a meeting at
Camp David in the Maryland
followed by a few- hours the
Mountains. President Carter
slaying of a U.S. Congressman
mediated
the
treaty •
and three American newsmen
negotiations
between
in an airstrip ambush.
Egyptian President Anwar
++ 4
Sadat
and Israeli'Prime
Other top stories, as they
were rated in the annual poll, Minister Menachem Begin.
were:
The treaty.was to have been
2. Mideast: Camp David signed by Dec. 17, but various
accords, Begin and Sadat win snags developed, notably a
Nobel Peace Prize but dispute over tying the treaty
gttiations drag on.
ne
to a timetable for the
3. President Carter an,-'autonomy of the occupied
nounces U.S. recognition of West Bank. The deadline • HUNDREDS DEAD-The bodies of members of the Peoples Temple commune
China.
at Jonestown, Guyana, lie on the ground after they were ordered by cult leader
passed without• pact despite
Jim Jones to. drink a cyanide-laced concoction. More than 900 persons were
passes the continuing efforts of
California
4.
reported dead at the cult's jungle compound in November.
Proposition 13, tax rebellion President Carter and U.S.
spreads.
Secretary of State • Cyrus announced his intent to
Roman Catholicidm lost two crease, which is bound to add
5. Death of two popes, John . Vance.
challenge the President's popes' and elected a third, to the inflation rate, will also
'Paul II assumes papacy.
Following the Camp David right to abrogate the Taiwan
Pope John Paid H,a Pole, the' mean a larger U.S. trade
, 6. U.S. economy: dollar accords, Sadat and Begin defense treaty without consent
first
non-Italian pontiff in 455 deficit - and further damage
Dr. Mite Koenecke was named "Citizen of the Year" by' declines, inflation soars, 'were jointly awarded the of the Senate.
years
'and the first eastern to the dollar.
the Murray-Cab
Carter moves against inflation
Nobel Peace Prize. Begin
County Chamber of Commerce in
4. When voters in California European in history. •
7. On April ,-18, the U.S.
November...
,and currency decline.
traveled to Oslo to.receive the on
June - 6
approved
A
robust
man
of
58,
'voted to yield the
.Senate
the
7. Panama Canal treaties award, but , Sadat sent an Proposition 13 - a
ballot former Cardinal Karol Panama
Canal
. to
„
approved.
•
-emissary.
Tappan
Company,'
$45,000 •filetruck to its list of
proposal that slashed property Wojtyla of Krakow was the Panamanian control at the
8. Collision over San Diego ,• 3. On Dec, 15, President taxes - the shock
M.'Ronald Christopher Was
equipment.
waves youngest pope since 1846, and end of the century, much to
'Mandl J. Vinson, Calloway elected president of. the results UI nation's worst air Carter announced recognition reached every state capital 'could lead the global church of the satisfaction of President
.
of mainland China by the and the national legislature in.
County farmer and Murray Kentucky' Commonwealth disaster.
700 million Catholics into the Carter, who had staked his
9. World's first test tube United States and resumption Washington as well.
State University alumni' Attorneys Association at the21st century.
prestige on the outcome.
of diplomatic relations on Jan.
eonyentioh
in baby is born in Britain. • .director, said that he will g'roup's
The -man behind the
His choice on Oct. 17 in a
The Senate vote was 68-32 in
r
Moscone,
Mayor
George
10.
,
1,
1979.
Simi4aneously, he measure, crusty crusader secret
officially
announce 'his Louisville.- •
conclave
by
favor,
the
College
concluding the two-part
J. William "Bili''' Phillips, ' Supervisor Harvey Milk shot said the United-States would Howard Jarvis; suddealy Of Cardinals
Democratic candidacy for
startled the canal accord. A month'earlier,
Mincisco.,
death
in
San
to
abrogate
its *mutual defense became a national figure. world,
commissioner of agriculture" Murray city' attorney, an. auguring large im- the Senate ratified by the
++ +
treaty with Taiwan and end Congressmen and governors
following
the
special nounced that he will seek the
plications
for
western same vote the initial treaty,
annals
of
in
the
Few-events
diplomatic
relations with the lent him an attentive ear as he relations
legislative session and the • Democratic nomination for with
the
which commits the United
Communist
Kentucky state representative history were more baffling island.
holiday season.
took his message east from orbit.
States and Panama to
deathsthe
violent
of
than
from
the
The
Fifth House District
United States pledged to California.
The Murray Planning
His predecessor, the former maintaining the neutrality of
A Calloway County Circuit more than 909 Peoples Temple maintain trade connections
Commission and the public
Politicians had no trouble Cardinal Albino Luciano of the waterway.
•
Court
daltists.
Nov.
18
on
at
jury
James.Mile
found
with
Taiwan'and to continue picking,up the vibrations, and
safety committee of the
Venice,
was
elected
The
Aug.
April
24.
vote
completed
Murray City Council met in a of Cleburne, Texas, not,guilty Jonesto , Guyana. Most supplying defensive arms, but the most prevalent campaign He served only 34 days as the arrangement, providing
suicide
Committed
of
apparently
the
Aug.
18
death
shooting
the reaction on Taiwan was theme in November was: cut
joint session with( Kentucky
Pope John Paul before he died for transfer of the canal to
Department of Transportation of Penny Schoon of Peoria, Ill. at the behest of their leader by bitter. Opposition developed in taxes, tighten the budget, and of a heart seizure Sept. 28. In Panama on Dec. 31, 1999.
drinking
potion.
a
cyanide
Students
'Calloway
in
the
the United States as well. Sen. smile.
officials to discuss:'creating
that short time, his sponPanama
immediately
poisoned their Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.,
some one-way streets in the County School System scored •Parents
5. In a .span of 73 days, taneity, humor and setudath ratified. Opposition in the
above
children,
then
drank
the
themstate
and
national
city,
had endeared him to millions. United States • was- led by,
Billtopperud was installed average in a battery. of tests selves. Jones was found shot
Ronald.-.
others,
John Paul followed the 15-year among
which
was
to
death,
but
recently
not
a
likely'
given.
-as president of the Murraywho
reign
Reagan,
called
of
Pope
the 1`
Paul
IV,
who
Qdloway County Board of . The Murray City Council proven suicide.
- died Aug.6.
treaties a- giveaway.
How
followers
many
approved
of
•
h
'
a
of
1979
budget
Realtors Inc. at its annual
8. The worst accident in
8. The dollar's countining
$1.87 million,"an increase of died voluntarily and how
biallose•
nation's aviation history
drop
on
foreign
exthange
$200,000
under
by
compulsion
many
•
over-;
this
year's
- A Die-size Christmas card'
markets focused attention on occurred Seal, 25 when a
armed guards rilnained in
,"Christmas in the budget.
serious
problems in the U.S. Pacific Southwest Airlines 727
dispute.
But,
it
w
s
clear,
that
Calloway
countians who are
Park," was begun this year at
jet collided with a small plane
economy.
the Murray-Calloway County required to purchase city Jones, a spellbinding Indianaon
-approach to San Diego's
Inflation
at
home
and
a
preacher,
horn
summoned
stickers
will receive free use
Park as the joint venture of
airport.
Lindbergh
large
trade
deficit
were at the
some local businesses and of the city's landfill beginning them to a ritual uicide after'
the airlinler,
1,35
aboard
All
root
of
the
dollar's
fall,
inch
cif
several
's
armed
foltey
,
fers
Jan.
1, according to an
organizations.
Sacramento-Los
on
the
continued
. unabated . dOtite
ba4kilJadIe.
The emir of dark -sir-mired- aigeenaeut---ths
Dte-go
the Carter Tainistralion's
Court
glue Aamefl
tobacco.hogarhtuivizywitli. _SoWAY
businessman's
were
run,
actions. and appeals to the
top leaf prices hovering with Murray Mayor Melvin at an airstrip. ..
killed. Eight more died on the
public
to
hold
down
price
and
Ryan
had
visited
the
'
Henle
y. .
around $1.30 per pound.
ground. Both occupants of the
wage increases.
Guy Turner retired- after Jone$own commane to inA freezing rain storm
plane, an instructor and •
small
The
Treasury
and
Federal
vestigate
reports
that
some
prompted early dismissal of. almost 26 years as a Kentucky
a pilot practicing instrument
Reserve
Board
increased
were
being
held
State
Police
trooper.
ineiTiher
.
schools in Calloway County,
intervention in foreign ex- landings,also died.
,
Freed Curd, Cilloway against eir will.
however, the. major force of
Ground control said it had
change.
markets and sharply
Jone
gan
his
ministry
in
county
High
School
teacher,
the storm Old not hit Murray. :
warned both the 727 and the
increased
domestic
interest
India
and
later
moved
his
More than 1,000. people announced his candidacy for
rates in an effort to shore up Cessna. The airliner, on visual
attended an open house at the the Democratic norriliiation chinrch! to California. He
the
beleaguered currency, but approach,'had acknowledged
centered
hit
sect
in
San
Murray Operation of the for .state representative in-the
these steps failed to stabilize the warning.
• Francisco where he' extracted
Fifth House District.
Precisely how it happened
the dollar appreciably.
. At year's end, the economy was the subjecrof painstaking
received another blow when investigation. The accident
t.
the Organization of Petroleum raised .penewed questions
POPE ELECTED-Newly-elected Pope John Frau! II Exporting
Countries in- about crowded airports and
greets a crowd gathered in St. Peter s Square lir-Occreased
crude
oil prices in the need for a sophisticated
Karol
Cardinal
Polish
tober. The new Pope, the former
1979
.4'14.5
(Continued On Pike 9)
percent.
The inWojtyla, is khe first: non-Italian Pope in 450- years.
•
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SENTINEL SERVICE

December saw unusually heavy rains,'Fausing the closing arsOille roads due to
washed- •
out bridges top photo) and a freezing rdin storm that forced early closing of
schools and
created an extra work load for utility personnel due to downed power lines...

TM
A Dovnion pi the Tappan co.,.,

Our nationwide sentinel service organization includes more than 4000..
authorized service agenCies throughout 50 states to provide service
when you need it. For service onall your Tappan Appliances in the
Murray Area, call The Tappan Co., 502-753-1250 Monday thru Friday
7:00 a.m.-4:00p.m.

DFA',EMBER
. The seventh annual Rotary.
sponsored Christrruit Parade
featured100 units:
Mrs. Betty Lowry of Murray
was named the recipient of the
Kentucky Mental Health
Volunteer Avlard by the
Kentucky -Mental Health
Association.
—The Calloway County .FireRescue Squad added p new

•

Tappan
fiance Servic
•

•
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A Review Of 1978
AP's Top Ten Stories

EGYPT AND ISRAEL—Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, back to camera, al id
Prime Minister Menachem Begin of Israel embrace as President-Carter applauds.
It happened at a September White House ceremony announcing the commitment
of Egypt and Israel to-accords which represented a major breakthrough in the
30-year Middle East conflict..

(Caatinued From Page*t
collision avoidance system
aboard planes.
IL Baby Louise was born at
11:47 p.m. Jaly 25 m. the
privacy Of England's Oldham
Hospital
and
District
maternity unit, while the
press thronged outside. She
was conceived in a laboratory
early the previous November
in a glass thimble by her
father's sperm and her
mother's ovum. Giving a new meaning to
midwifery,. 'Dr. Patrick
Steptoe and physiologist
Robert Edwards had presided
not only over the birth of the ,
-Thud, named Louise Brown,
but over her conception' as
well.
- John and Lesley Brown,

married in 1969, wanted - a
baby. But Lesley's fallopian
tithes were withered and
precluded normal conception.
The researchers plucked an
egg from Lesley's ovaries and
mated it with her husband's
sperm.
After nearly three days the
developing &embryo was implanted in Lesley's uterus.
Something over eight months
later the baby was delivered
by Caesarean section because
the mother had developed
toxemia. At 5 pounds 12
ounces, Louise announced her
arrival with a yell. Said the
doctors: "We've got a nice,
healthy, normal baby."
10. Still reeling from the
tragedy of the Peoples Temple
which had many followers in

San Francisco, the city was
stunned anew on Nov. 27 when
Mayor George Moscone and
City Supervisor (councilman)
Harliey Milk were shot to
death at City Hall.
About an hour after the
killings, Dan White, a former
fireman and policeman,
surrendered and was charged
with two- counts of murder.
White had recently resigned
as a city supervisor, then
changed his mind and asked
Moscone to reappoint him.
Moscone refused.
White was elected on a law- THE FIRST—Louise Brown is the worlds first test
and-order platform, • and tube baby. She was born July 25 at Oldham Gocral
during his tenure had heated Hospital in England. The child is"the first baby ld
disputes over, homosexual conteived by fertilization outside the mother's-body, a
rights with Milk, the first technique pioneered by Dr. Patrick Steptoe, the
Avowed homosexual to win hospital's gynecologist, and Cambridge physiolbest
city public office.
Robert Edwards.

•
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Charge'Is Keyvvord For Local Sports Programs
Ron
Greene,
By TONY WILSON
Southeastern
Sports Editor
Conference
coach' of the year at
Change — if not success —
Mississippi State in 1977, is
marked the Murray State
athletic programs this past finding the going tough after
year. 1978 saw the ap- the completion of most of the
Racers'
pointment of a new athletic
precenfereke
director and basketball coach, schedule.
as well as the results of a
Murray, currently 2-10, got
switch in the football coaching off to the 'worst start of a
staff.
Racer team in history isix
— Johnny Reagan, Reap/ straight losses) and currently
baseball coach for the past 20 owns a four-game losing
years, was appointed athletic skein.
director. He replaced Cal
Mel Purcell, for years a
Luther, who had served at the 'dominant tennis figure in the
post for 11 years.
area, enjoyed perhaps his
— Mike Gottfried, who finest summer of junior play.
succeeded Bill Furgerson as The Murray High graduate,
head football mentor, didn't now enrolled at the University
bring Murray State to national of Tennessee, captured the
prominence in his first year. National
21-and-Under
But the Crestline, Ohio, native Championships this summer
did show an exerting and and won a set off Guillermo
promising brand of football as Vilas, then the No. 1-ranked
the Racers finished 4-7.
player in the world, in another

A ragged start fdfiest-yess,coach Ron Greens—

A loss to Tennessee Tech
event.
(24-14) and a scalping by
On the high school level,
Morehead (49-35) followed
CalloWay County High senior.
before the Racers won threl
Felicia Pinner stole the show
straight (UT-Martin, 21-7;
Pinner, now attending the
Middle Tennessee, 33-7; East
University of Nevada-Las
Tennessee,34,21).
Vegas on a track scholarship,
It was downhill from there,
rose to national prominence
Eastern Kentucky rallied to
by capturing two firsts at the
defeat Murray 24-21 the
Bonanza High School Meet Of
following week, and losses to
Champions in_Las Vegas in
Austin Peay (23-17), Eastern
April.
Illinois (35-14) and Western
She later went ornto,win two
Kentucky (14-6) closed the
state individual titles in
season.
leading her team to a secondTailback
Danny
place finish in the AA state
Lee'
Johnson was named the OVC's
meet.
Offensive- Player-Of-TheMurray High netters Candy
Year. The sophomore gained
Jackson and Robyn Burke
1,217 yards, just 186 short of
teamed to win the girls
the Murray State record.
Kentucky high school state
Offensive guard Dan Hitdoubles title in early June. Johnny leer!,
newest
MW
chiason; tight' end David
The pair helped the Tiger girls athletic
director...
Thomas and safety Glen Jones
to their fifth-straight unbeaten
regular season.
girls squad opened their '77-78 were other 4411-OVC first-team
Season with 11 straight wins. selertions. — Murray High completed a
Herewith is an attempt io But several injuries, including,
recognize the outstanding a broken foot by center Mina 4-5 season with a 35-14
happenings in each of the Todd, and the Laker girls shellacking of Caldwell
stumbled to 'nine tosses in Cohnty. All but one of the
following sports for 1978:
their last 12 games, finishing Tigers' losses went to teams
that finished with a winning
Basketball
The Murray High girls record, and one opponent -.— The 1977-78 edition of
Murray State didn't have the season Was almost opposite in Mayfield — won its second
straight Class AA state title.
luck — if one can call it that —
of the previous year's 17-10 connUrison. The Tigers lost Mayfield topped Murray 35-15
team. The Racers stumbled six of their first'eight games, in the regular season matinto 1978 with a 4-6 mark and only to bounce back to whip chup.
finished 4-10 in the Ohio Valley Calloway 49-47 for the Fourth ' Mike Hibbard, Bo Reed and
Dave Latto were All-West
Conference. Included in that District title and finish 11-9.
Kentucky
Glonference
Both
Murray
High.
and
conference, won-lost mark
selections.
were eight losses by three Calloway advanced to • the
— Calloway County won just
semifinals of the regional
points or less.
two of its 10 games in its last
tournament
before
losing
—
Four-year coach Fred
-season at just the junior
Overton 'announced his the Tigers, 64-45 to region
champion Lowes; ths Lakers, varsity level, but coach Stan
.resignation -shortly before _4046 tcrearlisieCounty.
for1979.
- Qut1anit
season s end. —Mike Muff
That's
when
the
Lakers
will
Calloway is off on another
finished seoond in OVC
Play their first varsity season
streak
having
this
seagin,
won
scoring with a'23.6 average,
in Class AAA. ,
the highest for a Racer player its first nine games — inBaseball
eluding its own Christmas
in five years.
—What started as a season
straight...4_
tourney'
or
the
third
----"Neither. the Murray High
nor the Calloway County bcys year. Murray High 'is- Tell of hope for an OVC title
didn't materialize for the
basketball teams enjoyed currently 2-2.
Murray State Thoroughbreds
—
Murray
'State
women's
particularly
outstanding
seasons in '77-78. The Lakers 'basketball coach Jean Smith and coach Reagan.
The 'Breds won' three-offinished 13-10, while the Tigers suffered through 10-19 '77-78
eight
year,
games in a road trip to
but
that,
experience
were 12-12 and earned a-berth
in the regional tourney with a seems Co be paying dividends Hawaii, but lost 7-of-12
Western Division OVC games
spine:tingling 50-49 victory for this season's team. The
and
finished 26-18 overall.
Racers
are
5.4
off
start
to
a
over-Calloway. How? On a 55—The
Murray
High
foot heave by Willie Perry that and appear to have a bright
fell through at the buzzer. future. Only two oflhe Murray baseballers captured 10-of-13
games and advanced to the
Murray High was eliminated regulars are senior.
state tournament before
by Lone Oak 75-46 in the
falling to Owensboro 21-14:
Football
regional:
— This past football season, The Tigers earned the right to
The Tigers are currently off
to a 6-1 start this season and the first as head coach for play that game after edging
Gottfried._ _held _some sour, Christian County 7-5 for the
already own a tvietory over— sweet
, and almost-sweet regional title.
First Region heavyweight
—Calloway County finished
moments.
The Racers opened
Paducah Tilghman. Calloway
•th d'
inting 24-21 loss 2-7 on the season.
County is 2-6( heading into last
to ,an unferdog Southeast
night's game).
Track
Missouri team, then whipped
— The Calloway County
Pinner's accomplishments
Evansville 23-9.
-...,..—

Another fast start for Ilse Calloway County girls...
included a sweep of regional (Ohio) Urniersity replaced to the NCAA's Executive
events and state titles in the ISTSU and will be eligible for Council in a meeting in Salt
440- and 220-yard runs. She league play in both football Lake City.
signed with UNLV in late and basketball in the '79-80
— Beginning with next
May.
season; all Kentucky high
season.
The Murray State men's
— The OVC, at one time, school,football Schdble mef
track team,finished third in during the year in danger of play all their fellow district
the OVC championships. Four losing its automatic NCAA, (or, sub-distritt) members
Racers — Martyn Brewer, post-season basketball berth; during the regular season
David Rafferty, Pat Chimes was assured it would he able after a ruling late this year.
and Dave Warren — were to keep it after a group, Prior to the ruling, a school
named All-America.
headed by OVC Commissioner was free to scheduke as Lew
Bob Vanatta, proposed a plan district games as it chose tn.,
Tennis
Burke and Jackson swept
- through both- regional and
state- piny in win:tram the,tate
doubles title.
Purcell'defeated rival Gary
Mock for the championship of
the Louisville Invitational
.Tournament in early •June,
then followed that up with the
National 21-and-Under title
later tit the summer.
The 20-year-old, originally
enrolled at Memphis State,
transferred to Tennessee,:
where he will be eligible for
college competition in the
1980-81 season. He is the top
seed in the National Indoor 21and-Unders currently being
,
held in Nashville.
The Murray State *Omen's
tennis team won 11 of 16
matches and finished fifth in
the Kentucky Women's
Intercollegiate
Conference
tournament.
Golf\'
Paducahans Jimmy BrOwn
and Russ Cochran won thetwo
biggest Murray events — the
Oaks and Murray Country
Club tournaments.-

sk

i

Others
— kast Tennessee dropped
out of the OVC n lieu of the
Southern Conference. Akron

Record-setter Felicia Pinner (left) with Calloway County coach
Sue Outland...

1241111K....-

-

.

•

Candy Jackson (left) and Robyn twice, reignietigirk hIgh scho doubles cheinpions.

.

.
.

.

The Murray Ilig• hloi:ebell teem advanced to the state tournament before losing

.
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KENTUCKY BUSINES5.SCENE

Kentucky Distillery Takes On EnvironMent.Project,
Environmentalists often magnificent
natural
consider business and Int resource," says fredericji J,
dustry their natural enemies BUrghard Jr.. vice president
in projects aimed at the and group brand manager for
preservation of natural atenmore,
and faces
resources, but a Kentucky "depletion and destruction by
company is proving such increased industrial demands
assumptions incorrect.
in the state of Montana." Such
The preservation issue at ,demands have depleted
'stake
is
Montana's "Nearly all of our great
Yellowstone River, the last rivers: the Miwssippi, the
major free-flowing river in the• Missouri,the Colorado and the
continental United States, and Columbia are former visions
the company is Louisville- of the great American
based Glenmore Distilleries, wilderness. We still have the
which produces Yellowstone Yellowstone — and we must
bourbon Capitalizing on the make the effort to preserve
fact that they share the same
name, Yellowstone bourbon
A grant from Glenn-lore hat
has provided funds for an funded distribution of a 30educational campaign about minute • film
called
the plight of the Yellowstone "Yellowstone Concerto,"
.-• River and hopes to heighten produced by the Montana
public interest in determining Department of Fish and
the river's future.
Game. The distillery also may
The Yellowstone River is"a solicit donations for an in-

dependent
foundation
established to preserve the
river.
unThe 678-mile-long
dammed river is virtually
unpolluted, providing drinking
water, crop irrigation and a
home for more than 80 species
of fish. It also has supplied
water for coal mining
operations since coal was first
discovered in Mollie% na.in 1806.
But coinciding with, increased demand for ccal
which began in 1971, largescale activity by mining
companies, utilities and other
industry put even greater
burdens on Ile voter supply.
State laws were passed to
more strictly regulate new
uses, and a moratorium on
new water rights was imposed. The Montana Board
and Department of Natural
Resources held tillp months of

bearings this fall and expected
A. Mattoon Of the U. S. Fish
to announce by the end of 1978
and Wildlife Service put it,
the future polies( on issuing
"There's a real rols for inpermits for water usage.
dustry to play In (the
Involvement with this enpreservation) mission."
vironmental cause is a first
for Glenmore, Mr. Burghard
said, but is "a natural and
worthwhile one. Clear, clean
water is, of course, critical to
our prtxluct. And the origin of
our name, as well as this
river's, are identical."
Both are named after the
direction
was
Yellowstone territory, home Market
lof the country's first national downward. Only • gaihers
were: TexaikGras (NYSE) to
park.
,
367e
from 35%; General
And the involvement of
business, and industry in en- Energy(OTC) to 9 from Vu.;
vironmental causes — like the Ashland git (NYSE) to 50%.
"save the baicr eagle"-Cam- from 50k.! Largest declines:
paign promoted by another Brown-Forman (AMEX) to
distiller, Joseph E.Seagrani & 32% from 34%; ,Capital
Sons whieh makes Eagle Rare Holding (NYSE) to 21 from
bourbon
is welcomed by 7244; Kentucky Central(OTC)
cOnservation experts. As John to 13% from 14%.

Kentucky Stocks
On The Move Last Week

•
Cadillac Drawing — Lucille Kelly of the True Value Hardware Company is seen here
pulling a ticket for a 1979 Cadillac at #n October meeting of True Value Hardware
merchants. Jerry Raybum, local owner-manager, of Murray Home and Auto was the
winner of the Cadillac. The meeting was held in Chicago.

Foodservice Sales Up for 79?

$1,000 WINNER — Cliff Higginson Øeft.maager of Storey's Food Giant, is pictured,
here with Rick McGee, winner of $1,000 prize money, won playing Storeys Match &
Win Bingo. The game is still in prpgress at the store, located in the Bel Air Shopping
Center.

Sales by eating places increase in the Federal
Foodservite industry sales
are epxected to surpass the irestaurants, social caterers, minimum. , wage rate on
$100 billion mark, for the first comrheicial cafeterias, January 1, 1979 — along with
time in 1979. Total industry limitedfmenu restaurants, ice increases in wholesale, food
sales are expected. to reach cream and frozen custard cOsts and in other costs, such
$105 billion in 1979, for a gain stands) which account for as energy, will push . menu
of 9.8 percent, according to a almost 60 per cent of total prices up about 8.6 per cent in
foodservice industry sales, 1979. We expect to see real
spokesman.
Sales of the commercialshould increase by 10.9 per growth of about 2.3 per cent
cent. This growth forecast'
feeding group, consisting .of
• next year, a spokesman said.
lunchrooms,
depends
epends upon co
Among eating plat,
restaurants
hotel-motellimited menu restaurants confidence, the rate of in- limited menu restaurants,
" restaurants, crease inLpersonal con- which include the dynamic[
cafeterias, food contractors sumption expenditures and fast food enterprises, are
rate of gain in personal expected to be the growth f
t
and caterers, should advance the
disposable
income. A part leaders, recording to 13.3 per
and
to $89.2 billion in 1979, up 10.2
of this 10.9 per cent growth in cent increase.
percent.
The institutional sector, sales will come from higher
Restaurants and
lunnecessitated by chrooms, which produce about
composed
of
business, menu prices
60 per cent of eating place
educational and governmental.' higher operating costs.
A 10' per cent increase , in sales, are forecast to advance
organizations, which run their
own' foodservice operations, labor costs -- primarily 9.7 per cent in 1979.
should post a 7.3 per cent gain arising from' the scheduled
to $15.2 billion.

SANK NOTES

by Etill Boyd

The inscription "In God
We Trust" has been
shown on U.S. Coins since 1864. It was added to
the reverse (green) side
of $1.00 bills in 1957, and
later
to
other
denominations.

Take good care of your credit rating. Pay yaw
bills on time. If you can't, at least go and discuss
your situation.prith your creditors.
MelnbefFDIC

Pur

NASHVIL1
Top-seeded
Tennessee
men's sena
,21 and Undi
Championstr
over Day)
Houston.
Purcell de

Restuarant Industry Shows Tremendous Organization
Most people are tremen- Restaurant Association
In 1977, they traveled a total zemoval of 6ill boards, indously impressed with the size Executives ISRAE) - a of - .1.504),71111 miles • on eteases in minimum wage,noand growth of the foodservice professional society - .the association business. These smoking legislation, etc..
industry. Not only has there following impressive facts busy executives represent etc....
been great growth in the area -were brought out. (There were over 106,000- foodservice
What this all adds up to is a
of chain- operations, but the approximately 30 state outlets from coast to coast and very active group of industry
size and diversity of the in: associations participating in border to border. It is further leaders who are working long
dependent operator has been the survey) estimated that the 106,000 and- hard to develop the
astounding. It takes a lot of
Collectively, the trade outlets employ in excess of various associations So that
talent and energy to bring association
executives 2,500,000 people. In 1977 alone, they may become a potent
about these results.
represent 348 years of ex- they reviewed over 64,000 bills spokesman for the industry at
One area of the foodservice perience. Last year they spent introduced in the various the gra,ss roots level. (This
industry that, for the most over 2,000 days dealing .with legislatures and if that were material was compiled by
part, goes- unnoticed-J.Ow their-state legislature,Bear in not enough-,—their variotts- Fred G. Sarrnison tif thelletv
' mind That many legislatures #ssociations produced 242 'York
strength a(id.effectisiiniiiss
Restauran't
the various state restaurant have 60 and 90 day sessions.'Seminars aimed direct at Association)
. associations who in a large They spent over .7,800 hours the foodservice indu?fry.
-The Kentucky Restaurant
measure help keep this dealing
with
'various When reviewing their various Association has 850 members
vibrant industry informed, regulatory agencies. They legislative achievements, one statewide, chapters
in the
alert, and involved in the spent over $200,000 in postage can see the similarity of Bluegrass
Area,
Cave
various aspects of community - just, telling their members legislation being introduwd Country, Louisville,
Northern
and government life. There about what was taking place. throughout the country- st4ch Kentucky
and
Western
are some interesting statistics and they estimated that they as accelerated programs by Kentucky. The
KRA Office is
that prove this point.. In a handled almost 175,000 phone the department of health, in Louisville,
the president is
recent survey conducted by calls dealino
itti member efforts to increase state taxes, Howard Poole, Dizzy
Whizz
the International society of problems.
Truth In Menu legislation, Coffee Shoppes, Louisville;
executive vice president is ,
Mildred H. Politer.-Mrs. Potter
is a- member of the board of
directors of ISRAE. For
--,tfurthee information, please
(voted" Mildred Potter, 417
-Starks Building, Louisville,
The Hartland Building
Kentucky 40202,(502) 587-8629.
304 N. 4th St.
753-8170
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Economic* conditions in
Kentucky promise to be better
• than for the nation or the other
'states in the region, the
spokesman
said.
Nonagriculture employment is
forecast to grow at a 3.3 per
cent annual growth rate
'through 1980, or by average of
39,957 new jobs each year.
Before-rtax. average
household income is forecast
to grow more rapidly in
Kentucky than the average for
the nation,-and will rise to 86
per cent of the -national
average by 1990; growth in
average household income
will remain about $3,820 lower
than the national average, the
spokesman added.
Personal income taxes in
1978 are estimated to be $3,003
and other taxes $4,443, or a
total of 57,4-45 per average
household. Total taxes will
-firresse $1,168 by191107-1-0_ a _
Totarbf-$8,611 even with the
nwdest to relief liliely topass
thi Congreisi-during 1978

Well, open a swings account at Home Federal so you w9iet
have this problem next year or even 10 years from now..„-

*Certificates of Deposit
8-10 years
6-7 years
4 years
21
/
2 years
1-2 years

Annual Rate

Net Annual Yield

8.00%
7..1%
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%

8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%

90-Day Notice
Annual

Rote

Net Annual Yield
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Annual Rote
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Lakers Shrug Technicals, Decimate Blazers 119-46
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Erving Noticin4
76ers Changes
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The Philadelphia 76ers are
,riding a four-game winning
strtiBIC that has kepithem atop
the National Basketball
Association's Atlantic
DivisioA and Julius Erving is
noticing some differences. .
"The way we're playing
now," Erving said, "we
should be hard to overhaul.
We're staying together."
One year ago, the Sixers
were supplied to be the best
team money could buy, but
they never_got it together.
'This was a satisfying game
for us," Erving said after the
76ers downed Atlanta 113-107
Friday night.. "Everybody
gave a good effort. Everybody
got involved."
Elsewhere in ,the NBA,
Kansas City downed New
Jersey I37b26, San Diego got
by Detroit 111-107, Houston
edged Milwaukee 106-103,
Chicago defeated Denver 123117, 'Los Angeles whipped
Portland 114-95, Seattle
clobbered Phoenix 119-92 and
GbIctibsi State beat NeNt
Orleank118-106.
Kings 137, Nets 124
t
Kansas City got more than,
half • its offense from three
players — Otis Birdsong, Bill
Robinzt_e_and Scott Wedsnan.
Birdsong He'd a game-high 28
Points, Robinzine 22 and
Wedrnan 21 — accounting for.
71 peints among them. John

ri

(
1
'

t.‘

earned 18 points, followed by
night, while
Thursday
By
Y WILSON
Garland, Gary Emerson with
Calloway County lost 78-76 ta
Sports Editor
15, and Craig . Rogers and
South Hopkins.
PRINCETON, Ky. —
Kenny McCuiston with 10
McAlititer's ejection came
players were thrown out of
each.
the game, and the coach only 90 seconds after the
The Blazers, obviously
received the first technical Lakers' Ricky Garland, who
neeer really in the L'ontest,
foul of his career. Too bad finished with 17 points arid a
game-high 15 rebounds, coinnutted a whopping 33
that team lost, huh?
turnovers and hit just 16-of-42
No, no, not at all.That team received the thumb — again
— Calloway County — pasted by Davis — for un- field-goal tries. The Lakers
hit 44 of 86 for 53-percent
University Heights 11946 in sportsmanlike-conduct.
field-goal accuracy and itcl "We had played so well and
the consolation game of the
Just seven floor errors.
Caldwell County Invitational gone so long without a victory
By the first quarter's end,
(Calloway's last win came
Tournament last night.
Calloway led 31-7, and the
via 7-144 decision it Ballard
_So why all the hub-bub?
closest University Heights
"I tbld
players before Memorial Dec. 1)," said
the game that we would press Hargrove, "that T felt we could get thereafter was 33-15
the entire game, and I donl needed a really easy victory. with 5:36 left. in the second
period. Following halftime, in
like to go back on what I say," Maybe not THIS easy, but
which the Lakers led 49-17
said Laker Coach Clayton easy."
they outscored the Blazers 70Hargrove, the receiver of the
The Lakers' season mark
29 for the final 73-point vic"T" sign late in the second went to 3-6 and ended a threetory margin.
half.
game losing skein. Their
"We press every game,
That defensive strategy point outpoint — easily their
obviously didn't sit too well highest of the year — in- from beginning .to end, so I
didn't see any teason to
with University 'Heights cluded an astounding 42-point
change it for this one," said
Coach K. L. Barton, who final period. University
Hargrove. "After I think
loudly told his team to Height's most productive
about it, I might not do it
proceed straight to the quarter was the third, when it
again, but it's good that the
dressing room after the horn pumped in 16 points.
kids can take their break
sounded to end the game,
coming off with the 'good
Calloway
placed six
disdaining Jhe customary
handshake between the op- players in double figures. feeling of a win."
.
4
Calloway resumes action
Scott Barrow,a 5-9 guard, led
posing clayers and coaches.
Tuesday at home against
The high point of the game the way with 21 points on 8-ofWingo before hosting a
— at least temper-wise — 11 field-goal shooting and 5-ofpowerful St. Mary' squad
with just - 2:05 6 free-throw accuracy. Stan
came
remaining and Calloway Rushing's twisting layups Friday.
leading 103-41. Referee Jay
The Tall And The Short Of Things
Davis tossed Tim McAlister
from the game for what Davis
terpied "a flagrant technical
Calloway guard Kenny McCuiston (25) defended both thurriall in guard Todd Shouse (above) and
CmIlemey Comity 119, University iteiglits 46
• e.
the tall in center Doug Gorman (left), and scored 10 points in the process. He and his teammates foul," and the Blazers were
fe - fen ft ft. rob
awarded
five
free
throws
—
kert
Sorrow
s
•
3
drubbed University Heights 119-46- last night for third place in the Caldwell County Invitational
Remy likCeistee
that's right, five — after
4 9 2 4 1
Tournament. Kenny Envie
3 S I
6
Hargrove protested the call.
Staff Photos by Tony Villson
Rkky Gado* ,
7 to 3
15
That total included two
Nen Residei
12. 3 3
tosses for the foul by
Cr./ tern
McAlester, another foe-his.espresons
.
technical and two more for
aiehmil Seotbsanes
1 4 111 11 3 3 2
Hlirgrove's
argument.
LOTT %Mori .
0 0 .5 6 1
1
5
University Heights' Chuck
i
Tt
iti licC45tell
•
0011100
King managed to miss all five
3 4
2 0 1 7.
attempts, and those misses
yogis
44 86 al' 46 46 25 119
lett,
•
accurately 'symbolized the
university iisiehts
16 42 14 33 43 26 46
Columbia University, 7-5,6-4.
NASHVILLE, Term: cAP -- 2,6-4, Friday.
1, 3-6, 6-2, while Leslie Hewitt
And 'Jan Maxey of Van- Blazers'success last night:
U
Oink Eine, 10; Dees German, 2; Delo Genesee, 184.5matt Souse. 0;
In women's singles, Margie of Birmingham, Ala., routed derbilt upset No.: 1 seed
Top-seeded 'Mel Purcell of , Jeff Gola of Central Florida
DervW McCook*,6; Greg Mork, 1; II Dm, 2; Melton Dosse5,15; Toed Sons. 1.;
The loSs dropped them to 0• Calkorey County
Univeriffy beat Doug Corn of Brown of Kingsport defeated Liz Jamison of Nashville, 6-1, Cricket Manu.el of Clearwater, 10 on,the season. They fell 8831 11 al 42-119i
Tennessee moved into the
Uakersity Ms*
7 10 16 • 13- 46
Tennessee, 4-6, 7-6, 6-3, while Vanderbilt's Janet Wepfer, 6- 6-1.
men's semifinals of the lISTA
Fla.,6-1, 1-6,6-4.
.34 toCaldwell Counti,
No. 2 seed Chip Tolleson of
,21 and Under Indoor tennis
mpionships with a victory • Vanderbilt knocked off -Bill
over David Dowlen of Rogers of Georgia 6-4,6-3:And
Charles Batt of Vanderbilt
Houston.
Purcell defeated Dowlen, 6- downed Jeff Papell of
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nomoimml this, homyoliolivorred
Copy of nod Wormy lodger &
Timms by 530 p.m. M000dory
Friday or by 3,30 p.m. MI Servsileys ere 'reed to cell 753 1916
betereee 5:* p.m. end 6 p.m.,
4146ory, er 330 p.m.
Woodsy,
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Williamson scored 30 points
for the Nets, who lost their
fourth game in a row.
Clippers 111, Pistons 107
One of Philadelphia's
castoffs — the ballhawking
Free — scored 35 points as an
Diego built a 22-point first-half
lead and then had to rally in
the final quarter to beat
Detroit.
San Diego came back to tie
the score 105-105 with 1:14 left,
and Free scored-4 points to put
San Diegp ahead for good.
Rockets 106, Bucks 103
Mike Newlin's layup and
free throw with two seconds
left provided Houston with its
final victory margin over
Milwaukee, which led by 13
points midway in the fourth
period.
Mos-A. Malone scored 20
points for. the Rockets, and
Bran Winters led Milwaukee
with 27.
Bulls 123, Nuggets 117
Chicago scored 10 straight
points — all by Reggie Theusand Artis Gilmore — to crack
open a tight game and give-the
Bulls their second victory over
Denver in as many nights.
Mickey Johnson led the
Bulls witlf33 points. telorge
McGinnis led Denver with 27
points, and Itobby Wilkerson
added a season-high 26.
Lakers 118, Blazers 95
Los Angeles ended a 10game losing streak, and led by
30 points, 112-82, with seven
minutes left. Kareem AbdulJabber led Los Angeles with
24 points, and Tom Owens
paced Portland with 17.
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CURB FEDERA

1300 Johnsoritivd.
Murray, Ky.

- 759-1234

Savings *!? Loan Association

New

Money Market Certificates
6 Month's
TERM: 6 Months (182 days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT:
$10,000; GUARANTEED RATE:'4% More Than U. S.
Treasury Bill Rate
Each Week's Rate is
Based on-the Treasury Auction

Passbook
Sayings

Soaks 119,Suns 92
Dennis Johnson and John
Johnson teamed- -up (In a 10point Seattle run that erased a
1-point PhoeniX lead and
enabled the. SuperSonics to ••
re e the!PacifitDivisior
one-halfsame over the *
- ,
Dennis Johnson had 26
and John -Johnion added 2I-7Reserve Mike Bretz led the
Suns with 115points

EQUAL HOUSING

0.4.••• r• 140 000
•

tolden
Passbook

• ;
Lin Effecfive
Weal Yield

12 OR 24 MONTH

8 Yeatt, Certifica
-8°
/0
8.33% Effective Annual Yield
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30 MONTHS

6 YEARS

Certificates Certificates Certificates Certificates

90 Om.
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Annu#Yield
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ieposit
t rissommatar.
•

,

Mitv

All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date tf withdrawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends —
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually as the depositor may choose.
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Emotion Of Pro Football GetsSevere Test
On Two Fronts Today And Sunday

Kicking UpHis Neils
15 other times ea load all players
lbeky Garland (43) didn't hong on ler this rehoend, but he did
as the Laken thumped Ihdveipoints
17
added
senior
ia that department. The Calloway County
night.
last
sity Heights 1 1-4é

Staff Photo 5, Tony WILson

Mississippi State Whips Cardinals

•
'Ilial regular season game, 17-12 victory over Miami last - wild card win over Miami.
capitalized on the longer, 16,aspended by New England week. "We can score when
The Los Angeles-Minnesota game season to set marks for
tter accepting the head we're behind. It's a good
game marks the fifth time completions (345) aid atcoaching job at the University feeling."
these teams have met in the
of Colorado. He later returned • That comeback victory ww- playoffs. The Vikings have tempts (572). He threw for a
to the club, agreeing to stay constructed around quff- won each of the first four careerhigh 3,468 yards and 25
tnuchdowns but had 32 inthrough the playoffs in what is terback Dan Pastorini, who games, a fact that
hardly
essentially a lame duck role.
completed 12 of 19 for 155 disturbs Rsiy fvfalvasi, coach terceptions. Because the
•'This will be a very difficult yards and converted eight of of the Rams:
Vikings depended So heavily
game," said Fairbanks. The 11 third down plays in the
"The past means nothing," on Tarkentop's passing game,
playoffs • are like a tour- second half. It was Pastorini, sairtMalavasi. "This is
a new the club became the first team
nament. Each game becomes wearing a flak . jacket to game,"
in- NFL history to have four
more and more important. It's protect bruised ribs, who
'Tarkenton, who owns most pla,ert•with 50 or more catsudden death. Teams don't passed for 306 yards in the NFL
passing
records, ches.
come up flat. There's never a
lack of intensity. There have
been cases' where tfAMIS have
been too high."
For Houston, the emotion
comes from the memqry of a
26-23 victory over the Patriots
it New England six weeks
ago. The Oilers had trailed 23LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)"— tough opponent every year: with All-America Adrian
0 in that game.
After defeating Notre Dame They are always rated high
•
-We have the potential of three years in a row, Ken- this time of the year and so are' "That was
nice to will that
catching up at all times," said tucky seniors Truman Claytor we. It's going to be a tough award and that game
and
Oiler Coach Bum Phillips, • and Dwane Casey are hoping game."
Louisville
have
fond..
, whose team advanced with a for a sweep in tonight's
.memories for me," he said.
nationally televised basketall
As a freshman, Claytor "But that's the last thing on game at Louisville's Freedom shared the Bernie Shively my mind this week. I'd like to
Hall.
Memorial Trophy, given to the go out on top and that's what
But both players know that's game's most valuable player, I've been thinking about."
a tall task.
"The situation this season is
totally different," Casey said.
be ready for the Metrr-77 State, rcond last year in the "They've got the real strong
.tournament." .
SEC, is "going for No. 1 this front line, the experienced
Joining White on the all- year."
players and the high national
tournament •team was a
He paused, • then added, ranking. We've got the young
teammate, Greg Grim, "We'll.geteanked next week." team this year and that's
Phillips, and two Louisiiille
Griffith scored 28 points for going to make the game that
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Bowl showdown .with Penn
players, Darrell. Griffith and Louisville and Turner added Much more exciting."
/Bobby Turner.
17. Grim hit 23 for Mississippi
Casey said Kentucky would Joe Paterno's first name is State.
"'Coach Bryant told us after
Louisville, 8-3, had been State while Ricky Brown have to negate Notre Dame's Joe and just about everyone
shooting for its fourth Holiday pitched in 14.
front line of Bruce Flowers, calls him that,including many the Southern Cal game not to
Classic crown in seven years,.•
Phillips LkTzled a crowd of. Kelly Tripucka and Orlando 'Penn State players. Paul lose sight of our objectives,"
"Bear" Bryant's first name is says
quarterback
Jeff
but the Cardinals fell victim to 12,504 in Freedom Hall with Woolridge in order to win.
Rutledge.
Coach.
Those objectives
the Southeastern Conference his superb shooting, hitting 13
-We've got to contain them
It's epoch Bryant this and are "to win the conference and
jinx — 'bob, Alabama and of 20 field goals and seven of up front and that's going to be
Coach
Bryant that and his the national championship.
Georgia won the other tour- eight from the charity stripe:
tough because they are such a
players will tell you one of the
"We were down because we
naments.
His 33 points eclipsed the 20 strong and powerful team.
_main reasons they came to hadn't played well (Lig"
White said Mississippi that he had sea/Led...,
AIabrnir - was td- -Ta —rut'-Ictutledge—ffalls:
Coach Bear Bryant.
Bryant picked us up."
Bear Bryant IS Alabama
The awe that Rutledge felt
football, a master at taking a for the legendary Bear is still
few outstanding players anda there, but the fear is gone.
bunch of average types and
"Coach Bryant is the
building a solid team.
greatest man I've ever been
by "then. Bauman 'killed the 20 passes for -205 yards and a 4-yard run in the second
And rarely has he been around," says
backup
comeback effort led by fresh- gained 70 yards rushing — quarter as the seventh-ranked more Of a force than -this quarterback _ Steadman
quarterback
man
Art -including two touchdowns.
Tigers capped an 11-1 season.
season, rallying his troops .Shealy."Every yeijr I growl.)
_Fuller's Mix of passes and
Schlichter, who had taken the
Linebacker Randy Scott from an earlyseason loss to respect him and love him even
Buckeyes within 'field goal •scrambling runs led Clemson
ed,- "Hey; this makes us Southern Cal that dropped more.
to a 17-9 lead after thr
.range at the Clemson 24.
No. I if Alabama beats Pfrin them from a No. 1 ranking to
"Just his presence is enough
Bauman's
interception quarters. He ran for 38 yards, State. Doesn't it?"
as low as eighth place.'They to motivate me," adds Shealy.
spoiled an otherwise brilliant completed 9 of 20 passes for
Schlichter took Ohio State 88 are now ranked No. 2 and have "I feel if you go out and work
performance by Sehlichter. 123 yards, and scored yards'to a touchdown with 8:11 a shot at the national cham- hard he's a fair man. All he..
The freshman completed 16 of Clemson's first toychdown on left in the game.
pionship in Monday's Sugar asks for is your best effort."
By HAL BOCK
- AP Sports Writer
The emotion of pro football,
gets a severe teston two fronts
Sunday when the National
Football League playoffs
continue with a pair of gannet'.
Homton, wild card winner
in the American Football
Conference, faces - New
England, the AFC East
Division champion, in a game
that could' be the pro(essional
coaching farewell for the
Patriots' Chuck Fairbanks.
In the National Football
Conference, West Division
champion Los Angeles hosts
Central champion Minnesota
in what could be the final
contest for 38-year-old Viking
quarterback Fran Tarkenton.
In Saturday's playoff
games, Atlanta plays at
Dallas in the NFC and Denver
visits Pittsburgh in the AFC.
Fairbanks was missing in
action during the Patriots'

Cats Face Tall Task
In Notre Dame Match

Louisville, Top-Ranked Duke Lose
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
"I guess they'll have to rank
us now," Ray White commented after the Mississippi
State Bulldogs defeated
Louisville 80-73 to win .the
Holiday' Classic Basketball
Tournament.
In other college basketball'
actioo Friday night, topranked Duke lost an overtime
game to Ohio State 90-84 in the
first round of ECAC Holiday
Festival.
White, chosen the games
most Valuable player Iriria
night,.said. -We don't care if

we're ranked or not. We gave
a good performance."
White triggered a secondhalf rallY which erased a 10point deficit, and scored 24
points as Mississippi State ran
its victory streak to eight
straight.
Oral Roberts took the
consolation game with a 102-69
decision over Wisconsin, and
got a career-high 33 points
from Bill Phillips.
White said Louisville,
ranked 10th natiOrially, "got
lackadaisical on , us in. the
second half and we jut ran

_away from them."
He said, and Louisville
'Coach Denny Crum agreed,
that the Cardinals played only
20 minutes of basketball — in
Ilse first half.
"The whole 41,iing just
turned around on us," Crum
said. 'That's the4 nature of
basketball. It's a .game' of
spurts. The shots we wer
hitting in the first half di
-go in for us, and the rev
was true for them."
After the game, Crum told a
quiet Cardinal-dressing room,
-"Don't be discouraged. ,We'll

Top BuCkeyes 17-15

Hayes' Antics Almost Overshadows Clemson's Performance
JACKSONVILLE, Fla, coach" slugged nose guard
I AP) — The heroics of Charlie Bauman as he was
quarterback Steve Fuller chased out of bounds after
keyed Clemson's 17-15 Gator making a game-saving in7
Bowl victory, but postgame ...terception with about two
talk Centered'on the antics of minutes left.
Ohio State Coach Woody , -Hayes wasn't available to
'Hayes.
give his version of the inSeveral Clemson players cident, which sent players
said the fiery 66-year-old from both sidfs swarming

'across the field. He sent
defensive coordinator George
Hill to meet the press.
Officials cleared the field
:after several iniklbtes and
psessed Ohio Staff a 15-yard
penalty when Hayes charged
onto the field waving his arms
wildly and shouting.
But the game was decided

At Alabama
It's 'Coach'
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By HAMP BROOKS JR.
Father time, that perennial
The following is of different
old ra8cal that is out to db us strains of though, and may be
all in, shortly challis up particularly useful to four
another mark on, the wheelers. Yours truly admits
scorecard of life. Nineteen certain Malfunctions in the seventy-eight is very 'nearly past, perhaps forming a
concluded and nineteen groundwork
these
for
seventy-nine is just about to *oughts.
begin. With the coining of that
I shall not spendtbe grocery
nese year is it not possible that
some resolutions might be in money upon the four wheel
order?
drive.
1 shall not eneter upon
The four wheeler definition
of "resolution" is something carpeted floors with parts and
on the order of a promise bits of the esteemed machine.
15 POINTER - Owen Anderson of Cherry Corner is
except you don't have to keep
I shall remember the wife is
shown .with a 15 point buck helbot during a recent hunt
it and probably will have more valuable than the four
near New Concord. The animal weighed 240 oounds.
,trouble doing, so anyway or wheel drive and shall not
you wouldn't have made it to spend much time thinking on
start with. Its a goal - a mark which is most costly.
to shoot at. We haven't run
In view of the daily attention
across very many folks utio bestowed upon the four wheel
ROBERT LEE BUTLER,505 North Sixth
don't occasionally mishre, drive,. the family , car shall
Street, Murray,
shot these two Canadian Honkers on
including ownself!
receive a semiannual wash
Dec. 21 on the
Be it resolved: That we will and oil change at least.
watershed near Coles Camp Ground
United
The wife shall be permitted
try to be big enough to be
Methodist Church. He killed the honkers with
his 20
wrong and admit it; and be to drpe the four wheel drive.
guage shot gun, using 3/8 magnum, No.4
or
shot.
RAYMOND KERN, Murray Route 1, shot
right without climbing on tall (sometimes)
this 9 pt.
buck with a 308 rifle in the Kentucky Open Hunt in
stumps and shouting out to the
Graves County. The deer field dressed at 180 pounds.
whole world all about it.
For each dollar invested in
Be it resolved: That we will four wheel drive accessories,
treat other folks like would a dime shall be put in the
wish them to treat us should piggy bank to maintain and
the shoe be upon a nothers foot. update household funnishings.
Be it resolved: That we will
I shag not raid said piggy
try to be a credit to,the initial bank to buy parts for the four
concept of what the human wheel drive.-status should entertain.
I shall bathe my own self as
Be it resolved: That we will often as the four wheel drive..
BALLARD BUCK %fon Mark Billington, son of Mr. and
endeavor daily to fully
The four wheel drive may
Mrs. Mason Billington, Murray, killed this nine point, 175
pound buck during a recent hunt in Ballard County. distinguish between the not be permitted to eat at the
-meaning of "worth" and family dinner table.
Billington is 13.
"wealth."
•
The sum of the indebtedness
Be it resolved: That we shall brought on by the four wheel
meet strangers as friends, drive shall be kept at a figure
giving them good and suf- short of that required to
ficient opportunity to nrove purchase a new house.
otherwise.
I shalt not siphon the wife's
Be it resolved: That we shall gasolthe from the family car
I thought I saw some sauger
Most of the, flood waters
constantly temper our own to feed the four wheel ,drive.
have left our area so maybe in on the hunt also.
This bears out a comment Pride in what we are, with the
The monthly utility bills
crappie and sauger fishing
NohMilleL. who _ humility of knowledge which_ shall-be
made
accessories are purchased for
temperature has dropped used to-fish the Tenn. River. speaks true Tut we are
three degrees this past week Noah said, quote, when a man deed, much lels than what we the four wheel drive,
and that is very good. The spends most of his time on a might have been.
Be it resolved: That we shall
bright sunny -days really do river or lake he will see and
I shall not borrow parts
help control the water tern- hear things of nature that he treat and live each.new day as
from
the family -car to irn-,
-something—by—no
means
anatier
perature even though it is can't explain —ta—
/wail
prove upon the four wheel
person. An the facts are not in,, certain. „
coid.
Route
Frazier,
1,
left,
B.
LAKElames
KY.
KILLED
ON
drive.
it
Be
resolved:
That
we
unquote.
BAGS
DEERyet,
Charlie McKinney bagged this five point, 124
I was on Ky. Lake Christ- the school books
IGrksey and Steve Goodman,Route 4, Murray, killed these
I shall not use guest towels
become wise enough to
pound deer in the New Concord area of Calloway CounNoah also. told me about might
mas day morning and I saw
.
four Canadian geese during a recent hunting outing on
ty. McKinney lives in Murray.
tremendous schools of shad seeing largemouth bass come realize that the sum of all for the purpose of wiping
hands when. - adgreasy
which
Kentucky Lake. The pair shot the birds trim a boat blind.
the
world
owes
us,
is
weighing
Lake
Ky.
out
of
and
surface
beneath_tbe
just
twelve and fifteen pounds. far, far less than tiny interest ministering the needs of .the
moving like,crazy.
They, of course, are trying With- a sly smile he said they on the dollar which we owe it. four wheel drive. .
I shall mow theyard at least
Be it resolved: That we may
to stay in the warmer water on tasted pretty good too!
wheel
the surface and the sea gulls The viater temperature is 45 remember our rights do not once for every ten four
drive
trips.
always
reach
where
our
fall
a
are hovering, -diving and deg. anti should slowly
I shall not take strange.
GOLDEN POND, KY —
feeding by the hundreds on bit more next month. Try for footsteps take us.'
percent in Tennessee. Bunters
girls upon moonlight .Despite inclement weather
beautiful
Be
it
we
shall
resolved:
That
their favorite food. The gulls the crappie on the deeper
bagged 1,117 deer in the
migrate into this area from ledges in the . 12 to 16 foot give thought to the foun- four wheeling trips unless'I during some of the quota gun
of LBL and
Kentucky J•
dations upon which this land, am married to them.
hunts in TVA's Land Between
.
the warmer climates to the depths at first.
771 in the Tennessee portion.
wife
the
get
shall
someday
society, and way of life we • I
The Lakes(LBL), gun hunters
south just because we have an
The largest deer bagged in
The current has been bad so enjoy, is based. And that we her own four wheel drive.
bagged 1,888 - deer during the
abundance of shad.
Kentucky was 196 pounds and
1978 season, about 400 more
13 points.. In TennesSee, the
So far there hasn't been a these fish may be • holding will firmly and fiercely oppose
than last year's quota hunts.
„fish kill and this could work in quite a distance away from any attempt to undermine
largest deer harvested was 181
_.quriavca. the:_stittialw any strUctule you normally those promises whatever the .—
According to wildlife ofIt is our wish that these
pounds and 7 points. Overall,
—
fileText.
thoughts, both serious and acials at LBL, 3,458 more
the largest deer bagged so far
. continue to stay- 41a-flow. I fish.
-watched a huge school of Maybe the coming ram or .Be it resolved: That otherwise, mighl have been of aermits were issued this year
this year has been a 209this America continue to be big some interest -to you. As this and most of the • hunts were
s whites feeding on the 'much snow wort be too heavy
pound, 10-point buck in
cart. catch a enough for each and all of us, column enters into ,its fifth two-day hunts as compared to 'Tennessee-during the first half
slower shad just like they do in weekend and
Hwy.641 North
753-6448
July and August. It really was few nice sIab.Uappy Fishing and that we each might choke year of existence with, The one-day hunts last season.
of the split bow season. The
llllllllllll
lllll MIllllll
lllllll I llllllllllll metumiltiummmitri
.47
Year.
New
in
lire
out
the
smallness
of
Hunter
we
days
'Murray
Times
Ledger
&
almost doubled
a sight!
second half of the season
and'
selfishness with the glory
would like to say a -sincere from 9,597 in 1977 to 111,583 in
opened December 9 and will ,
well doing of our sharing.
thank you to the many won- 1978 with hunter success
close December 31.
•
Be it resolved: That the day derfulf
folks there,and w h for dropping from 14.9 percent to
Of the 1,888 deer harvested,
never dawn when good and each and everyone o ou a 14.6 percent in Kentucky and
only 38 deer were fallow with
NOM
evil become synonymous.
from 164 percent to 16.3
very HAPPY NEW Y H
the largest weighing 135
pounds and sporting a 10-point
rack. Fallow deer hunting was
imited to the 5,000-acre
innvironmental Education
Center during the quota bow
htuit.
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
During the two-day youth
,
and
hunt,517 hunters in Tennessee
bagged 83 deer, /and 725
906 Sycamore
753-5142
hunters in Kenticky bagged
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
. 102 deer.
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
• With 17,020 permits being
'753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
issued for the 1778 season,
410.k. 4th
12,31iff hunters checked .in, an
"expected figure," said
Buddy Adkisson, wildlife
111111MIMMIM
anitnnyet
biologist at LBL' "this is
• about a 75 percent turnout
which is pretty good in any
area."
Adkisson said the data
gathered at the check stations
during the hunt is presently
Outboard & Stern Drive Service
being processed by computer.
754-1872
203 E. Main
With the correlation of this
We Sell
data and other wildlife census •
24 Hour Wrecker Service
information: officials will be
able
to determine
the ap2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky.
_.
.
_
,
• . , .
• s proximate deer population in
LEGION DOVE HUNT - The LegioS' dl the Moose held its annual dove hunt recenway,
LBL and what improvements
which was followed by a large dove supper for members and their children. After the 'can be made in range conWe Appreciate Your Businessdove supper awards were presented to the people who bagged the most doves. Standitions and controlled hunting
ding, left, is Kenneth Lamb, Billy Thompson and Bobby Schroader. Rick Hall is seat&
for future management
esu.......iinsue I I
.iu.iuiniiuuij
'
Photo eV.Bob Gaibteath . purposes

1,888 Deer Bagged This Year
In Land Between-The Lakes

sence is enough
adds Shealy.
to out and work
iir man. All he
• besteffort."

Hooks Wheel Alighment

Shipwash

Thornton
Body
Shop

Boat.'N' Miter

TIDECRRFT

753-7404

641 Super Shell

RUN RUGGED WITH
Its11ERNATIONAt'

SPORTING GOODS
Oiympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

ruCks-Tisiilers-Buseetinc
641 Santh
7113-1372
P

• Check the varueS in"
. our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Crping, and Hunting Equipment -Huntidg & Fishing Licenses

TVA Cities Selected For Powerpemonstration
Other items before *
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (Al')
.- Three Tennessee cities and board include:
—Staff recommendatiotis
the city of Huntsville, Ala.,
were selected for a Tennessee for $100 million in equipmept
Valley Authority testterterte- -designed to reduce. Nir
reduce peak power con- pollution near two power
sumption through remote plants — the Paradise Steam
control of residential water Plant in Muhlenberg County ,
Ky., and the Cumberland
heaters.
TVA's board is scheduled Steam Plant near Cumberlond
Thursday to approve an City, Tenn.
—Proposed energy audits
agreement with Huntsville to
participate in the test that also designed to reduce wastI5 by
TVA's 285,000 industrial.
includes heat storage.
. Similar agreements will be customers, who use 70 percent
signed with power distributors of the electric ppwer
in Jackson, Cleveland and generated by the netion's
Lafayette, Tenn., Darlene largest utility. Similar energy
McDonald, a TVA spokesman, audits, along with interestsaid Friday. About 500 free loans for insulation and
conservation
volunteer homeowners will be similar
selected for the $1.5 million measures, already are
available to the two! million
experiment.

residential customers.. - •
Following the remotecontrol experiment in 400
twilit's, 100'others would be
equipped with highly insulated,
electric water beaters to
determine if enough water can
be heated and stored during
low-demand penods to supely
needs for 24 hours.
Power conservation is the
goal of the home energy audits
and insulation loans and the
similar program being_soe.„
industrial
for
sidered
customers. TVA spokesman
Mike Butler says the agency
hopes to reduce electric po*er
usage by 5.6 million kilowatthours per year by 1988 — and
reduce peak daily generating
capacity by one million
kilowatts.

Ring In e
New Year
With The Sonic

The iiiin-pollittioilscrubbers used less energy than TVA 1. MGM.
NOME
1. LEGAi. NOTICE
for Paradise and Cumberland had specified — but under the
steam plants follow the recent law, TVA meat follow
out-of-court settlement with specifications in the request .
the Environmental Protection for bids. The purchasing staff
ADVANCE 'PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF INTE
‘geneY of a suit accusing TVA has reconunended that TVA , BY THE COUNTY OF CALLOWAY TO FILE A COMof dragging its feet .,on reject the bids so it can
MUNITY DEYEWPMENT BLOCK GRANT SMALL
CITIES PREAPPLICATION UNDER PROVISIONS
reducing air pollution.
negotiate a 'contract for
OF TITLE I OF THE HOUSING & COMMUNITY
TV AJaid the setth ment will equipment that would require
cost dr$450 million a year — less of TVA's own power to' . DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974, AS AMENDED.
The primary goal of the Community Development
and customers a71 average tf operate. - Engineers had
Block Grant (CDBG) program is the development of
$2.70 per 1,000 kilowatt hours estimated the project would
viable communities through the proviaion of decent
--41.at the 1983 peak.
cost $95 nullion.
housing, economic otesortunities and a suitabie living
Also to be considered
environment principally for perione of low and
—A $16 million increase in
Thursday:
authorization to upgrade.. moderate incomes. In order to achieve this goal, the
US. Department of Hou,sing and Vrban Development
—Rejection of 10 bids, electrostatic
precipitators
(HUD) makes avallible 1409i grants on a competitive
ranging from $86 million to used to reduce spot polluitioo
basis'to cities of under 50,000 population and rural
$126 million, for a system to from stacks at the Cumcounties throughout Kentucky.
remove sulfur dioxide from berland plant. Butler said the
Pursuant to 24CFR 570.431 and the County of
stacks venting units No. 1 and increase would put the total
CaBoway's desire to inform all interested citizens of
NO. 2 at the Paradise plant.
coat of the project at $22t1'
the opportunity which exists for participation in the
Some of the bids from seven million.
formulation and subsequent finalization of a preapmanufacturers, Butler said,
plication request to HUD, public hearings are
scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Jan. 3, 1979, Dexter community center and 7:30 p.m., Jan. 17, 1979, Dexter community Center.
'• Activities which may be undertaken with CDBG
financial support are wide ranging in nature but must
be consistent with ope or more of the following
program objectives: (1) support realistic and at2 Ideal state
ACROSS
tainable strategies for expanding low and Moderate in3 Conjunctic
1 Blemish
come housing opportunities; (2) promote decon5 Performs
4 Oolong,e g
5E1M 0003 C1121C3 centration of lower-income housing; (3) promote more
5 Change
9 Neckpiece
MO 0000 GOO rational land use; (4) provide increnhed economic pp12 At this place 5 Jail: Slang
00C1000 portunities for low and moderate income persons; (-5)
to,
of
Syhtbol
13 Grant use
correct deficiencies in public facilities which affect the
0 000 000
'tantalum
14 Newt
gaM REIM C10131M public health or safety, especially oflow and moderate
15 Interjection , 8 Curved
income persons. Further details concerning specific
planking
OMM 000
16 Singing
eligible activities will be discussed upon request at the
--9--Broom
UU
-voice
OWD000
20
forthcoming public hearings.
10 Prepositior
18 Affirmative
OM
WO
ORO
There are two separate grant programs provided by
11 Near
20 Note of
MU 000 00IMO CDBG
17 French artSmall Cities Federal regulations - Single Purscale
GOO 000 OM pose and
de22 Slippery
Comprehensive.'A Sin* Purpose program
OM0000 000 OLI will provide
19 Latin con24 Hurl
funds for one or more projects designed to
1300CJ
MOO
000
junction
27 Erase
a specific community development need in the
meet
Os MOO UM
29 Female ruffs 21 Agave •
areas of housing, deficiencies in public facilities which
23 Time period
31 Encounaffect the public health and safety, or economic conColony
Knock
25
56
genus
tered
40 Olive
ditions. A Comprehensive program must meet all of
Emphasis
26
Beetle
58
32 Friiit
43 Wipes out
following criteria:(1)address a substantial portion
-the
Sprints
27
60 Peer Gynt's
34 Ey-Matte
46
Eminent.
the identifiable community development needs
9f
28 Sins
mother
36 Editor's
48 Gladden
within a defined concentrated area; (2) involve two or
30 Stalk
61 Want
abbr.
more activities that bear a relationship to each other
33 Tidy
51.Exist
62 Behdld!
37 Cubic meand which either in terms of support or necessity are
35 Send forth
64 Negative
53 Chinese
-ters
carried out in a coordinated manner.; (3) have
38 Pierce
measure
66 Pronoun
39 Distant
beneficial impact within a reasonable period of time;
41 Greeting
.(4) be developed through assessment of the applicant's
124
42 Surfeit
6 7 a lin community development, housing, and economic
44 Factories
i3
12
needs.
45 Vast age
al
The Area Office of BUD has_established for Fiscal-- r
47 Biblical
ic a
Year 1979 maximum grani amount
weed
49 Letters
Single Purpose programs and $1,000,000.00 for Com" lin II NIair
50 High-hat
_
'
prehensive programs.
52 Spheroid
Citizens are encouraged to offer suggestions and
54 Part of "to
proposals concerning potential CDBG activities and
be
projects for Dexter/Alin°. Written proposals . will be
55 Wage?'
accepted before Jan. 24, 1979. Please forward to: Gale
57 Declared
Readel; Calloway County Judge Ex. Office, P. 0. Box
59 Babylonian:
350, Murray, Ky. 42071, 753-0799. Proposals will be
deity,
responded to within 15 working days of receipt by the
61 Everyone
county.
63.Dillseed
Additional program information, including a sum65 Has
mary of the CDBG Small Cities Program, March 1,
67 Female deer
68 Attitude
1978 CDBG Small Cities Program Federal regulations,
69 Nerve netand a citizen piirticipation plan are available for public
work
inspection dur%ig the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:90 p.m.
DOWN
at:Calloway County Judge Ex. office, P. 0. Box 350,
1 Pronoun
Murray,K.42071, 753-0799.

2. NOTICE
FOR WATKINS Products,

contact Holman Jones, 117 S.
13th., phone 753-3118.
GOD IS LOVE.;.-tf you would
alike to know anything about
2,4
the Bible. call 759-4404.
hour phone, nota tape. Bible
Facts.

butt

DATSU
water h
conditi
doors; 7
FOR S
bear
Oheiga

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO

and
Malaria
.130or,
Chestnu
SA-LE
copper
percent
quart

•Weddings
•Poetraifs

753-8298

boilers,
qt. dutc
pot, 7,9,

GL-ASS WORK. Auto glass,
custom made picture,frames'
and mirrors Storm windows
and 'floors repaired. Glass
table tops and shelves.
Shower doors and patio;
doors. Store front work and
Plexsglass and window glass
repjacect. M & G GLASS, 816
Coldwater Rd,753-0180.•
YOUR NEED is our cOncern
NEEDLINE.7516333.

Wallin H

pact

Different Specials
, Every Hour
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1. VACU

Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At
"Starks Hardware

LEXINGTON, Ky: (Al') —
.Home
Farmers
Director
Administration
- William. E. Burnette, says
Kentucky food victims
meeting
requirements could obtain
FrnHA loans to purchase or
repair housing.
However, applicants would
have to buy flood insurance or
agree to relocate,outside the
100-year " floodplain, Burriette
said Friday in a statement.
Families and individuals
with adjusted annual'incomes
of less than 111,200 may be
able to get a loan under the
agency's regular housing
program at a subsidized interest rate, which could be as
low as, 1 percent, Burnette
said."
Subsidized low interest
loans are reviewed every two
years to determine if
borrower's financial situation
has improved,he added.
"If the family's income go%
up. their paymeas and the
interest rate on their loan will
go up as well, but the interest
-rate will never exceed the rate
in force for nonsubsidized
loans at the time the loan is
closed," Rurnette said.
nonsubsidized
FmHA's
housing loan interest rate,
currently is 83,4 percent.

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
„
publiention.
reader
. 11
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 neon
day.
before
the
publication.
of Murray.
Over 20 years in
Calloway County. Be
and
check
sure
Wiggins' Purnitae for
the best buys in...

•*Furniture
.1.ane
Ce traf
Chests
.13eddin$
Floor
•and
Covering

WIGGINS'

nit PRANTIAN

PAWL,ING,I auisT Po MY

WORK. WHIEN THE TIME

cc+wn FOR THE esAelY,
To&eTHER
WE)..L
PLR ASG UPC*RiYrANCI...

.
Emergency
Humane
Sock*,
CCaormeatehensitt

75-5131

i59-4M
•
. 753-6611 ,
Poison Control . . . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . . . 753-0979
753-11/ED
Steels'
[tic-la Read . . 753-1188
.. . 753-5361
iiroor.t
489-1:414
Parerds'Anoarmovs: 759-1792.
759-487i br 1534261

SOCIAL
CONCERNS
COMMITTEE
It
ME-LEDGER
&TIMES .

Services Are Set
For Guyana Victim
MONTICELLO,Ky.(Al')—'
are
services
Funeral
scheduled Sunday for Forest
Ray Jones, 42, a Wayne
County native whose body was
flown Friday to Monticello.
Jones' body earlier had been
identified at Dover Air Force
Base,Del., as a victim of last
month's mass suicide at/
Jonestown,Guyana.
Jonei reportedlk joined Die'
Peoples' Temple sever,l
years ago in Indiana
remained a member when
group moved to Californiannd
CNiya na

If You
Need Them:

r

or.
Adv•rfls•rs
roquosto . to check thst
first insortion of ods for
This
corr•cti.pn
mews':n:1pp*, Will be
respons,blis for only one
Incorrect Insertion MrtY
ERROR SHOULD SF
fM
REPILRTED
MEDIAllisco, SO, -MAR
AD
YOUR—
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND svortFy
US POMPTLY IN CASE
)0F AN ERROR

FOR SA
sewing
regular
perfect,
fell cash
Martha H
19 FARM

12th & Poplar
753-12Z7PARKING!

FOUND: LONG haired female cat._ Panqrama
Shores area. Describe to
claim Call436-2603.
LOST. OLD English. sheep
area. Weighs.85 pounds and
answers to -the name of
- Winston Reward. Call 4362659 anytime.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway
Company,
Manufacturing
111 Poplar St , Murray.
FULL TIME and part time
help for day shifts and night
shifts. No phone calls please.
Burger Queen, Murray.

NELP WAVED
Waitress, Apply in perJ•rry'e.
:o n
Restaurant, S. 12th Str

HELP WANTED', tor two

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

ELECTR
Service i
443.6469.
Mont om

Representatives to represent
large Kentucky Corporation.
We have been located in your
area for more than thirty
Over age 21,
years.
_minimum high school
graduate, three month initial
training program. Excellent
fringe benefits. No overnight
travel If you feel you
qualify, call 247-6867,
Mayfield, Monday through
Fxiday,8:30 am to 4 prri.
HELP WANTED. Car
oenters helper. $4 _pee_boar.,
TEXAS OIL Company needstX
matureperson for short trips
surrounding Murray. Con
tact customers. We train. Write D.N. Dick, President, •
Southwestern Petroleum, Ft.
Worth, TX.
USED CAR dealer needs;
good detail man. Cell collect
(504) 924-6203.
WAITRESS WANTED from.'
5:30 am to 1:00 pm. Apply at
Southside Restaurant.
WANTED: NIGHT manager
and day cook for Hickory Hut
Barbeque. 753-8370.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
FOR
SALE:
Carson's•
Grocery Store, good location*
,in Kirksey. 'For information
call 489-2519 and leave your

phone number.
TIRED.OF the every,AlaY
job? Open your own business
• one that is ready to operate,
Hazel Lumber Co; complete
with all stock and elluipment,
and the buildings. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 7534342. TRAVEL AENT wanted.
Exciting. opportunity for
travelog t with experience .
needed to open agency in
Mayfield a a. Must -satisfy ".•
ACT requir ents. Libery
be fits—
sale"
p4y to --P.O.- -it-.
neóti,ab1s.
Box 381, Mayfi d, KY 42066. ;
• All resumes w II Ise-tteghly
contadential.
- 12. INiURANCEWe Oft new writing insurance
on mobile homes, ;with 3
forta orazzaries.,..Jot_.Mig—
rates contact Wilson In
surance and Peal (state, 302

N 12th 753-3243,

Faculty position in Mechanical Engineering
Technology at Murray State University. Position involves teaching course's in statics, strength of.
materials, dynamics, machine design, manufacturing material.fluid mechanics and thermodynamics. Snt advisement, curriculum
development and laboratory development are also
included among this position's' duties, Applicants
should have master's degree in Mechanical
Engineerinit and have previous teaching alit/or industrial ekperience. The salary ranges from $15,000
to $19,500 for ten months and depends upon
education and eztierience. All applicants must apply to
Chairman, Department of foginoorieg Technelleigy
Merrily Slafolleivortity,
Murray, Ky 4/71
Arrequal opportunfty/affirmatIve aeilon employer

"-

Truck too
bpx, $92.
push ham
Steel tail
Portab
V
Adams, h
points, r
bars, mol
blades fo
Trattor. 7
MODEL 9
dloader. 7
20.'SPORT
.12 GAUG
1100, 3 in
753-6468.
22. MUSIC
organs, us
Piano Co.,
,Office, Pa
,i•CONN TR
' for sate, e
_ Priced to s
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
23 EXTERMINATING

14. WANT TO BUY

KS Products,
n Jones, 217 S.
1-31211..i If you would
Inyttlitto about
II 759 4608. at
3t a tape. Bible

lRTER
MANIC
fUDIO

?ddings
)tiroi Is

3-82111

1K. Auto glass,
e picture,frames'
Storm windows
repaired. Glass
and shelves. ,
rs and patio,.
front work and
d window Mese
& G GLASS, 816
, 753-0180..
is our cbncern
753-6333.

mming
ools
Ky. Peals

-9747
• ak,Ey.

IS. ARTKLES?OR SALE
BURROUGHS MODEL 9503
business machine. 753-3119.
DATSUN TOPPER. One hot
water heater, 32.gallon, good
condition. One pair French
doors.. 753-9992 or 753 3191.
FOR SALE. Fisher baby
wood. burning stove.
, arta year old. 753100.
HANDCARVED CHESTS
and
accessories
from
Matakind China *the Green.
.Door, Dixieland ;Center on
Chestnut,
SA-LE
REVERE
ware,
copper bottom, save 40
percent on 1, 1 1 2, 2, and 3
1 quart sauce pans. Double
4e -boilers, 11 2 and 2 quart, 41,2
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.

N

31. HOUSES FOR RENT

43. REAL ESTATE

MURDER

Kelley's Termite
& Pest control

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR
I.
753 0101 753 7531

ArN

SUDSINIRY
PARK

VIZUAISZE 11- 140W.136 S.V5
13URGER PR1VE-)NS ON
'EVERY. Ht0H WAY -IN CH1NA."

KOPPERUD

F

527-1468 73.9625

Wit%

At

rdware
Poplar
1227
RKING!

ONG haired Panqrama
Describe to
2603
English. Sheep
85 pounds and
The name of
ard. Call 436-

ED SEWING
ators. Apply in
Calloway
Company,
Murray.
and part time
hifts and night
e calls please
Murray.

-1418.

ALL TIRED OUT
from scrubbing the bathroom again
and again and again. You can stop all
that by putting nice, easy to care for
MARBLE in it. And you'll never have
to scrub again.
Beautiful...you say!
Yep.It's that too.
See it at

Thornton Tile
and Marble

,-0-75374

-Quality that will please"

Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insalate
Blown in or Batts
Type'', Class tt,
TVA approved insulation

orynertECJ

so"

KOPPERUD

through KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main.
We have had many
inquiries regarding all
types of farm land and
acreage tracts. If you
have a farm or
acreage tract to sell,
contact us at 753-1222.
ALsolf you have been
wanting to purchase
acreage,contact us for
an update on properties listed for sale in
Calloway' County. We
KOPPERUD
at
REALTY provide a
-complete range of
Real Estate Service.
Phone us toda

49
•mpany needal4
for short trips
urray. Con 7
s. We train. dc, President, etroleum, Ft ,

HT manager
r Hickory Hut
370.
R TUN ITY
CarsOrr's
good location
r informatioti
d leave your
e every..'day
own business •
dy to operate,
Co; complete
•elquipment,
gs. DONALD
AL TOR, 753

It is said "a picture is worth a
thuusand words," If you liki this picture give us a call.

inv insurance
s, With 3 slit •
Jor-bsst-Wilson In
I Estate, 302
3,

0411 _

toyer.

BOYD-MAJORS
.
"
REAL ESTATE,
753-8080
• 'Professional Sem u es ,
wah The Friendh Touch-

THRIVING BUSINESS . . . Includes Inventory.
Groceries,
gasoline, notions' also
restaurant equipment,
included. Call us about
additional information
on this excellent
business. opportunity.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12thSt.

SALES CAREER
MAN-SIZED INCOME-LIMITED TRAVEL

• An el*

114112
Dining Room

Covered Front Porch

John Smith, Realtor,
Village Center, U.S.641 North
Phone 793-7411 Anytime
•
Or
Non-Talent-15.3-9894,Lind.kMotinney-7534561,
Bill Harrison 159-4531

'71 COUGAR 1117
oohs A drives Mind sew, low
sorsa,
wiles, landed
comfort swims, still
worse,. WIN son Of trek
on. $6300.

PARKER
- Your Volume Dealer
753-5273'

rt unity Employer.

DELTA. FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORPORATION
P. 0. Box 30310
MEMPHIS, TN. 38310
or phone to4free 1-800-238-5150

_
20
Sunken
Great Room

DART
'1965
DODGE
motor. Very
Excellent
resonable price. Call 75376419r
1977 DODGE SPORTSMAN
yan, clean as new, beautiful
brown and, white with all
extras. call 759.1140.
BRONCO,
FORD
1970
rraight shift, air wait &ling, real gboa Condition. 7535900 or 753.449.
FOR SALE: 1971 Chevelle.
Power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, low
mites, ,no rust $1000. 753.
7975.
FOR ALE: 1966 Mustang,
753-7155.
1971 .FORD,LTD,4-cloor, H.T.
autoMatic, double power and
1967 Buick
air, 51000
LeSabre, 4-door, good con'fion. $1350. Phone 1- 35462,17.
1973 HONDA, automatic,'
$1200 or best offer. Call 7536531 Or 759-1155.
1972 MUSTANG. Silver, low
mileage. Excellent con-'
dition. 7539624.-

'

We are manufacturers of chemical specialities for the industrial inornmercial markets.
stitutional and,
Our successful sales people earn sia,000 to 145,000 yearly on a
comm.-von
structure
liberal
up to p250 weekly salary plus $150 monthly expense iitiowancephas
bonuses during irairiing period
Excellent fringe benefits and profit sharing Management opportunity
If you are a hard worker with a strong desire to succeed, we will invest our time and money to help you become more succeasful. Sales
products are
. non-technical
experience lo 041011111 and out-k
, ,ng to us,stable Work history with some indication of
Ypv must t-,
&eh:ion:men I Ate model car required. Send resume to.

Entrance
Hall

eering
tion ingthof.
Weether'culum
re also
icants
anical
or inS15,000
upon
usi ap-

fl)171-

ATTENTION LADIES AND MEN

141- wanted.
•rtunity for ;
th experience
n agency in
Must •satisfy •
ents.
saw"
y to- P.O.
KY 42066.
II --ue
;
as"!

.Free Estimates.

Phone 753-6403 or 753-179.1.1

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.

Murray
Datsun, Inc.

604 So. 12th St.
'111111111•111/11101

AM-VETS
POST 45
Will be having a dance Friday and
Saturday night, Dec. 29th and 30th
featuring Gene Woods.

or k
:)Iff&
g

Members must have reservations for
Sunday night's New Tear's-Eve party.

1972 OLDSMOBILE. LIKE
new, no rust, clean, loaded
" with extras. 753-1261
1973 PLYMOUTH CUSTOM
Suburban stationwagon. One
oWher Power and air, cruise
control, excellent condition,
$1050. Call 489-2595.
1978 REGAL. 14,000 miles,
power, air, .tilt, AM FM
stereo tape player, excellent
7-2Best reasonable
o
er
condition,.2463
50. USED TRUCKS
1976 BLAZER,4-wheel drive,
exlra nice interior, sharp on
the outside. 7531480 or 759
4844.
1977 FORD 4-W14EEL drive,
F.150 short_ wheel base. 753
•
,8533 day,753-6132 nights.
• 51. CAM PE 114
ALMOST NEW 28 foot
Marauder traVel trailer. Air ,
conditioned and central heat.
AlLself contained. Excellent
coKdition. $6000 firm. Call
,•Mayfield, 247-6248 on
7
2 7111
%15
CAMPER TOPPER for long
for
wheel
base
Salt.
Insulated, Call 474-2712.
1971 MODEL 12 FOOT
Nomad travel trailer..le X 32
house tr a ijer, nrdi •some
repair. 733 3139
r

153-5719

so (a h

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

ED', for two
es to represent
y Corporation
located in your
e than thirty
age
21,
✓
school
igh
e month initial
am. Excellent
• No overnight
ou feel you
II
247 6867,
day through
to 4 pm.
TED. Car -

„53.SERVICESOFFEREp

-INSULATION BLOWN IN by
BYARS„ BROTHERS & Soq- •• Sears, ,Save on these high
General home remodeling, heating and cooling bills.
framing, aluminum siding, Call Spars 753-2310 for tree
gutters, and roofing. Call 1. estinliates.
395.4967 or 1.362-4895.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
CONCRETE & BLOCK work. and gas installation, will do
Block garages, basements, plumbing, heating and sewer'
driveways, walks, patios, cleaning. Call 753-7201'
steps, free estimates. 753LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
5476.
prompt, efficient service,
CARPENTER WORK,small
call Ernest White,753-0605.
or large jobs. Call 4374560
NEED FIREWOOD'? Order-and if no answer, 437.4670.
now- all oak S25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
CARPET CLEANING, free
PIANO TUNING and repair.
satisfied
estimates,
Call, Joe Jackson -753-7149
references. V ibra-Vac steam
pm.
or dry cleaning. Free scotch after 6
ROOFING, 'FLAT
'or
Igaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
shingles, water proofing and
'Cleaning 753-5827.
mobile
homes.
y,ears
15
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
experience. Call 435-4173.
caps installed, Minor rep4ir.
excellent
ROOF 184G,
References furnished. Call
references. Call 753-1486'
the Chimney experts. Magic
between. 7 am and13:30 pm.
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759ask for Shelley.
4878.
CARPET CLEANING, at SHEET ROOK hanging, free
reasonable rates. Prompt estimates. Call 502-527-9637
after 5 pm.
and efficient serv,ice. Custom
TREE TRIMMING and
Carpet Care. 489.2774.
removal. Free ' estimates.
r CAREXPERIENCE C‘;
Call after 5iim,'436-2294.
PENTER will do carpentry
-or roofing. Free estimantes. WET BASEMENT? We
Ca11759-1405 or 437.4351.
make wet basements dry,
FENcE SttliLES ..at Sears wor-k completely guaran,
teed..
Call or -write Morgan
now. Call Sears 763-2310 for
tree estimates for -your Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
needs.
42001,or call day or night, 1GUTTE,RING BY SEARS, 442-7026.
Sears continuous - gutters
per , your 56. FREE COLUMN
installed
specifications. Call Sears FREE: BLACK and white
'753-2310 for free estimates..
male' kitten,'5 'months old,
INSULATE AGAINST the housebroken. 753 399-4,
high cost of fuel bills! Blown evenings.
attic insulation and foarn-in-- 57. WANTED
place urea forma tehyde. WANTED
YOUR
old
estimates,
no
Free
jewelry. Highest
Kentucky. diamond
obligation.
trade allowances. Rogers
Tennessee Insulation, R t.7, Jewelers, No{th side Cowl
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071. Square, Paris,-TN.
(502) 435-4527.

P1b.4 .1 514
36. RENT OR LEASE
24. MISCELLANEOUS
CAR BATTERIES'24 .month
Mini
guaranteag, $22.118, 36 month
1101/14141114.15
guaranteed, 80 Amp, $26.99
Auctomeer Healtue.-WarehoUse
and' 60 month gaeranteed,
pprdiser
$34.99. Wallin Hardware,
Storage Space
Ph. 1'901 479-2Na 179-3713
Paris, In.
South
f-ultun
Tenn
For Rent
PRE-OWNED JEWELRY,
753-4758
diamonds and miscellaneous
Jewelry. 'Rogers Jewelry,
North Court Square, 145 10tc,
17 salt motel isrPoris. TN. OfSate inc
Paris, TN.
/2
Fe
1978Unleaatureynclt
AKC
REGISTERED
fice and IN* quarters In
ROCKWELL ELECTRIC Doberman
Pinscher,
separate belay - Geed Mmiter saw New, in box. 753- championship
bloodlines.
eese 'studied. Excellent
Realty
3129.
Call 753 4580
" CAN
location. Weald consider
-111.1-1:22
SALE: SKILIL SAWS, model
ASUPER
trade for paperty or hasisiess
538, 1.5 hp, '71/4 inch blade,
FOR SALE
$29.99, model 574, 13
/
4 hp, 71 4
in Allercay.
Wig portable dishinch blade, 134.99, model 559
Way.. When 753-5086
ADORABLE,
AFball bearing, 2 hp, 71/4 inch
43. REAL ESTATE washer Made by Roper
43. REAL ESTATE
Ti.Beradea 753-0474
FORDABLE
blade, $49.99. Wallin HarAND
•
Shirley Wilford 753-3043
In good condition,
dware, Paris, TN.
•
AVAILABLE - ImlUex,Mtieed 7$3-1575
26. TV-RADIO
FIRST TIME in Murray!
$150. Call 153-5322 afmediate
occupancy
on
753.3243
WANTED:. RESPONSIBLE
1214i Street
Free moving van for local
ter 4:00 p.m.
person 'to take up payment on
oyes. Courtesy moving van - this energy-efficient,
m„ inch color t.v. under
is available tor our clients.
tri-level home with
arrenty. Clayton's forList with Us, purchase with
central gas heat,
reqlly
move
our
erly .18 B Music. 753-7575.
We
us.
sales! For information call
27. MOB. HOME SALES
la. HOME FURNISHINGS
fireplace in den, and
offered
by
733-1492,
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
attractive corner. Tot
LORETTA
JOBS -furnished, very nice. 753.4074
e uy, Sc Or *trade
REALTORS.
location on quiet
or 753 1311.
residential street. Lots
1968, 12' X 35' mobile home: 2
TREEIN WALKER Hound
Used Furniture or Ap-In the Brown's Grove
bedrooms, underpinned._ pups for sale. 3 months.old.
of
home for the money.
pliances
UKC
line.
blood
we
offer
you
a
Located
Excellent
area
Fox
Meadows
Priced in the 550's.
registered. Phone 436-5650.
trailer court. 753-4587.
frame house on
CARR011 COPE BROKER
1974
12'
41. PUBLIC SALES "
X 60' TWO
PHONE KOPPERUD
five, acres of land.
BEDROOM
trailer, all
RUMAGE SALE. Tuesday
REALTY,753-1222. We
electric, furnished, central
House has storm doors
through Sunday on 444 East
arey members of the .45. FARMS FOR SALE .
air, under pjnned and
second
Concord,
New
of
windows„
and
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
30 ACRES GOOD productive
storag
ilding. Located at
gravet road On the left, 1 mite
Multiple, Listing Ser-, farm land. Long. highway
ELECTROLUX Sales and Fox
fireplace, and is ineadows
Trailer
to brick house.
frontage
with good building
call
1
Service in Paducah
vice.
'
Courts. All 247-7386 after 4
43. REAL ESTATE
sulated but does need
sights. 8 miles southwest of
44-6469. In Murray call Tony pm.
Murray. 492-8502 after 6 pm
Large
Montgomery 753.6760.
decorating.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
"Pars*" Guilty
Extra nice Nem* Coldwaterl JU,S_T
REDUCED
18. SEWING MACHINES
trees in yar'd! At
MOBILE HOME for rent.
/
1
2
Acre weeded let orK
$3,600.000!!! We have a 10
Choice 1 bedroom, 2
FOR SALE: Used Singer Dill's.trailer court, located at
is
a
real
$20,000.00
it
acre
farm
with
a 3 bedroom
costes halt hems. sully 4
sewing machine, zig-zag, all Murray Drive Inn Theatre
bath home that 'is
home just-ready for you. Call
buy! ,
.at.
regular attachments, sews.. entrance. See Brandon Dill.
Thermaymie
Tiers'
wininside
pin"
"neat as a
us today for an appointment,
Perfect, fully guarenteed, 29. HEATING & COOLING
dows, central beef & air with
DONALD , R
TUCKER
and out. Excellent
toll cash price, $.39.50. Call
fireplace
I
great
room
ter
city
inside
SALE
AUTOMATIC
WOOD
REALTOR,753-4342.
FIVE ACRES
Martha Hopper, 354-6521.
well-built older home
commercial
winter
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
comfort.
for
Ideal
Offered
at
limits.
BOYD-MAJOR
IS:HOMES FOR SALE
19. FARM EQUIP.
that has been comlined, cast iron doors annd
$47,908.
or apartment project. If you
BUY DIRECT from builder
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
REAL ESTATE
Complete
with
grates.
have been- thinking about a
redecorated
pletely
John Smith Realtor
and save. Near completion,2
Truck tool boxes, deluxe best blower, $299.99. Wallin
business project and you
_753-8080
renovated.
new
3 bedroom brick homes,
and
box, 02.50. Same box with Hardware in Paris, TN.
need land, this is ideal. The
Push handle, $85. Stainless 30. BUS. RENTALS
.
1 RW0d In. KIrksity,, witttift,
Located in a quiet,
cost of this property is less
Pt ofesiwona I Sen ices
watkIng
distant** of post
Steel tail gate pro1ecters,S15.
ertanaome -cdantner
neighresidential
_ -11Valt_TheFriendie ,Ttatete'. next
imin
rI
NT
office, country stores, and 3
Portabjt _air _tanks._ 327_50,...41-Ap
- Call The NELSON SfiROAT
--State-OTEVErsity
sell
churches. Each has -3
/
4 acre
borhood. Priced to
CO!, REALTORS,. 759.1707.
campus h 's building for rent.
lot, central heat and alr,
WANT
INCOME
HEAVY DUTY disc blades, Equipped with gas heat and
fast at only $25,000,
thermal
windows
and
doors,
Adams, hard surfaced plow .air conditioning. Call 753-3018,.
PROPERTY - Close to
763-7411
Phone KOPPERUD
knd well insulated wa-Ils and
points, regular point, shims, after 5 pm;
downtown. 2nd floor ceilings. 'Living_ room, t,
REALTY, 753-1222 for
bars, mold boards and cutter
APTS.,OR RENT
WHAT
A
CI-tRt'STMAS bedrooms, and hall are
blades for all plows.'Vinson
.living rm. kitchencourteous and compeesent!
carpeted.
A
Kitchen,
Idvely
tterne
753.4894
Furnished
on
Tractor.
FCTR' RENT:.
2
dining, 2 bedroom &
petent real estate ger, acres. 3 bedroorns; 2 baths, washcoom, and both full
apartment in New Concord.
MODEL 933 CAT track en- $60 per month:Call 436-242/.
lovely kitchen, 2 car garage, baths have vinyl floors.
bath, carpeted. 1st
vice.
dloader. 753-3139.:
large utility, 12 X 17 outside Kitchen has plenty of
floor not completed
NICE FURNISHED ,apar-'.
storage,
20.'SPORTS EQUIP. I
fenced in beautifully cabinets, eating counter and
130YD-MAJ
tment Inquire 100S 13th St
could make apartment
backyard and built in appliances. Also
.12 GAUGE REMINGTON, TWO
tert
DEAL!!
owner landscaped
BEDROOM,,
unREAL
ESTATE
or sleeping rooms 1100, 3 inch magnutn. Call furnished apartment.
leaving town wants quick more. Located on Hwy 299, includes attached garage,
near
753-8080
Kirksey.
Call today the patio and large covered front
753-6468.
ONLY $23,000. Boyd
sale. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
Appliances are furnished.
NELSON SHROAT CO., porch. Homes contain 1456
Sunken
all
22. MUSICAL
(one
has
tub),
Call after 4.30 pm,753.3465 or
Majors Real Estate,
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
Professional Services
furniture and appliacnes REALTORS. 759-1707.
.BALDWIN PIANOS and 759-1233.
to.sell. Call after 5 pm. 489With The F madly-Touch"
105 N..12thSt.
stay. Close to the lake, priced
organs, used pianos. Lonardo 33. ROOMS FOR RENT
2387.
in the teens. Call and lets
Piano Co., across from Post ROOM FOR RENT in large
49. USED CARS
deal today eeil 753.1492 or
4 lots (100' x 375' ea.)
,Office, Paris, TN.
house, fully furnished, in753-2249,
offered
by
COUNTRY A tR and sun
-'CONN TRUMPET and case cluding washer and dryer. 2
on
641
South.
Only
LORETTA
JOBS
shine. If it is country living
for sale, excellent condition. blocks from University. $65
Short distance from
REALTORS.
you are looking for, let us
SouJhsrde Court Square
Priced to sell. Call 753.0806.
per month, all utilities furshew you this 55 acre farm, a
city limits. Maybe purnished. 430-2411,
Murray, Xentucky
beautiful building spot to
or
chased as one tract
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
build. your dream house, 2
FOR SALE: used 40
/53-4451
individually. 'ComNICE. 3
acres of bottom land. We also
EXTREMELY
back piano. Approx.
bedroom house for rent, 1
have a farm that has,
mercial or building
'The Gas Savers"
•
everything you want, corn,
.
bath,. nice swimming Pool,
years old, in goed consites, would be ideal
immediate occupancy. 753grain, bins, dark fired and
Realty
dition, needs tuning,
for trailer court. Boyd
6086 or 502-965-2215.
burley tobacco, creek, $650
753-1222
per acre. Do you wan.t to see
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
Majors Real Estate,
$150. Call 753-5322 affor yourself? Ceti nowt-I5.3.'
house in city limits, deposit
105N. 12th St.
ter 4:00 p.m.
1492, offered by LORETTA
arid refrences required. Call
•
JOBS REALTORS._
753-9924 after 3.30 pm.
Farm

Hodge S. Son, Inc.

sA
act
•Gift
PPing

53 SERVICES OFFERED

43. REAL ESTATE

FOR RENT 4 roqm houee,
bath, couples only, depoeit,
$95 per month.4928340
TWO BEDROOM house,
carpeted. No pets, Available
now. Also portable dish
washer,$100. 753-3942_
TWO BEDROOM house in
Dexter tor rent. Stove and
refrigerator furnished, gas
heat.'7S3-4661.

.

HORNIOCKLE BARBER SHOP

NEW OFFICE HOURS

205 Walnut Street , .

All Day Wed.
Monday7Fiticily 7:30-Noon . Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
.inse _
vt5s10
PRICOIAIA ill? LSO
,
calna
l 1c53
t arigi
For,hospital & house calls please
.
day in advance.
'
,Closed

es-PAGE. IS THE Mt RRA

I

, LEDGER & TIM.Saturdaj. December

WM'

Funerals I Deacons Will
Be Installed
At Memorial

Grim Dig Continues
In III.; 27 Found

Funeral Is Today

For Mrs. Kalberer

St101110:1 De dropped because
DES PLAINES, Ill. (API
Loose dirt and the possibility Piest's- body has riot been
of a trench drove investigators lewd. A motioirtodismiss the
to search for more bodies charge and to set bond was
under John Gacy „Jr.'s continued until Jan, 10.
The Gacy case now involves
suburban home, where -the
*bodies than the 27
more
already
persons
remains of 27
corpses found in the Houston, ,
have been found.
Another body has also been Texas, area in 172 in a
dragged from the Des Plaines homosexualmurder ring, and •
River, bringing the total, the 25 found near Yuba City,.
number of bodies connected Calif.
In Houston, Elmer Wayne
with Gacy to 28.
Gacy, a convicted sex of- Henley Jr„ aim 22, was fount
fender, reportedly told in- guilty of six murders and win
vestigators earlier that 27 sentenced to six consecutive
bodies were beneath the one- 99-year prison terms. Last
story house and five were in wee.it, a Texas appeals court
overturned the conviction
the river.
But after searchers ended Henley is being held pending
work for the day Friday,took second trial.
And in California, Juar
County medical examiner Dr.
, Robert Stein said there are Corona, now 44, was sentence(
__ --to 25 consecutive life terms it
signs of More bodies.
"There is, lease dirt and prison, but won a new trial Iasi
what aPpears to be one trench_s_ May when the California 011 the -Coiwt or'Appeal called at
_the south _IV 4.
_Sat
_
FirSt•flaPI1510 10 •
tiirney • Richard- Hawk', -.home.)," he said.
•
James Armbruster, president of the Murray-Calloway County Shrine Club presented a check for $1,500 to
and Edmund Dobbs, handling of Corona's defenst
Stein
s
Hold Service'
Carl Spate, Potentate of Rizpah Shrine Temple, at the regular temple meeting held recently in Madisonville.
chief of the .Cook County "a,farce and a mockery." Hit
The check represents the profit from the _annual Shrine Golf Tournament held here by the local Shrine club.
The First, Baptist Church
sheriff's police, said five of the new trial is scheduled to begh
The money will be added to the $100 Million Club, in which the funds are invested and only the interest is
March 19.
will have a New Year's Eve
six bodies found Friday were
used in the support of the twenty-one Shrine hospitals. from left to right above are Norman Klapp, William E.
skeletons, while the sixth was
Candle Light Lord's Supper
Moffitt, James Armbruster, Potentate Space, and Bruce Wilson.
Service on Sunday, Dec. 31, at
"wellpreserved," .tind that Bowling
NP.
Catholic Services
In the ten year existence of the Shrine Golf Tournament, over $25,000 has been contributed to the $100
' as• •••
5 p.m. at the church with the
authorities may be able to u
Million Club by the local Shrine Club. This money represents the profit from the annual golf tournament
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
recover fingerprints for man Dies in
Planned Saturday,
which each August brings man* people to Murray from several states. The Murray-Calloway County Shrine
•
Whittaker as the speaker.
identification.
Club has sent approximately fifteen young people to Shrine hospitals over.the past several years. The Shrine
The morning services will
Gacy has been charged with Hunting Accident
Sunday And Monday be at 10:45 a.m. with Dr.
of North America maintaim eigtnieen orthopedic hospitals and three burn institutes, all of which are available
murdering 15-year-old-Rob,ert
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.(AP)
of sixteen at no charge t04hem or their parents.
young people under The
to
•
T.
G.
speaker.
A °wilt* Green man has.
Piest of Des Plaines, who
The Rev. Martin Mattingly. Whittaker as
children
suffering
from
and
from
seeere
defects,
burns,
The
people
with
hospitals
congenital
young
accept
disappeared Dec. 11. Gacy bee killed in a hunt-i-ngssacspastor of the St. Leo's Catholic, NINO, minister of education, •
other difficulties, and they utilize the services of the most expert doctors in their field, all at no charge. Any
reportedly has said Piest's , nt in Logan County, sic-Church. " will speak on thr-Tnd Gus Robertson, Jr.,
person-s-Visling to have further information about the services of these hospitals should contact President
'
assist
brill
week,
the
of
deacon
body is in the river. .
'subject, "Our Families and
g to state police.
James Armbruster_or any member of the Murray-Calloway County Shrine Club.
,
services,
the
in
pre-arraignment
*Gacy's
At
scipture
with
Kingdom"
the
Police said Guy T. Warren,
Wayne Halley, minister of
bearing Friday, Circuit Judge
from Luke 2:22-40 at the
,and Donald Wilkins, also of
John White ordered Gacy, who Bowling Green, had been
masses at 6:30 p.m. today and music, will sing a solo,
was not in the courtroom, to hunting Thursday and were "at 8 Lill, 11 a.m., and 430 - "Because I Have Been-Given
the.
direct
will
and
Much,"
an examination to see putting their rifles in a -car
undergo
Sunday.
on
p.m.
Atjle_la. mentally •fit to stand - when
Religious classes will not be Chard Choir as they - sing
one _agpid_eateilly,
• trial for murder.
geld on Sunday, but coffee and "Ring Out the Old, Ring in the
striking Warren
discharged,
White said the defendant in the chest and fatally indoughnuts will lie served after- New." Mrs. Judy Henry will
.1
be prganist and Mrs. Allege_
was bur bi- court- bee/ease he juring him.
the.8.a.na.....and 11 a.m._
*.
feared for Gacy's 'safety.
•
•
Warren wa's vice president
olunteer nursery workers
conviction of the"pertion or
The sermon title for the New
each have offered .$500- for Police searched everyone of the Tri-State Bedding Co,_A__
—
(AP)
Ky.
ovtrhears
-that
FRANKFORT,
body
Any
'•
4 — entering the courtk)in.
Year's Holy Day services at will. be Mrs. Max Beale. MrS.
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.The' funeral for Mrs.
William Udell (Barbara Jean)
Kalbeift, 901 Story, Murray,
will belield today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with John .
Dale officiating.
Pallbearers wW tie_ Billy
Thompson, James Kelley,
John Morrison, Rick Hall,
Glen Travis,. and Gary Cunningham. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery. ,
Mrs. Kalberer, 51, died
Friday at 6:10 a.m. at'Se
Murray-Calloway County
Hospial.
She is survived by her
husband; four daughters,
Mrs: Van Johnson, Cleveland,
O. Mrs. Max lowe-ry,
Madisonville, . Mrs. Jeanne
Rogers, Paris. Tenn., and
Mrs. Torn Miller, Murray; two
sons, Jerry and John
Kalberer, Murray; three
brothers, Eddie English,
Knoxville, Tenn., Dennis
English, Benton, and E. W.
English, Jr., Ledbetter; eight
grandchildren.

The Memorial Baptist
Church will have a deacon
ordination and installati,,:
the I p.m. worship servict:
Sunday, Dec. 31.
New deacons recentlj
elected by the chump to be
=tailed on Sunday evening
are Belford Beane, L. D.
Cathey, duy Cunningham,
and Coffield Vance.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White, will speak
at the evening service and also
at the 10:50 a.m. service on
Sunday.
Claude Miller, deacon of thc
week, will assist in the services. J. T. Lee will direct the
song service with Margaret
Wilkins as organist and
Sharon Owens as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.in. and Church Training at 6
p.m. on Sunday..
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Jald-Eagle
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Keel's Purchase lire

sielurray's Only RECAP SHOP
We Now Have

*

Mud,Snow and Highway
Recaps Inillost Sizes

All Tires Guaranteed
Like A New Tire
Don't wait until the first snow
purchase MN snow tires todayt

Keel's Purchase Tire
• 808 Coldwater Rd.

753-7111

•

The Most Famous Men's & Boy's Sale Starts At 9 A.M. Tue. Jan. 2 at:
At, These Low Prices No Alterations, Exchanges Or Refunds
Fog Coats &
Outerwear

50% off

/ff

MM.

OWN.,

1/3 off;

7/2 offj

Sweaters 50%

50% off

CORICEAUSTIN

p
BOYS DEPARTMENT
Knit Shirts
Sweaters 1/2
Jeans & Dress Trousers
Drastically Reduced
50% off
Sportcoats & Suits

